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Abstract
This dissertation deals with weak approximations of processes of non-degenerate U

and [/-type statistics when the variance of their respective kernel does not necessarily exist. In order to establish the results in this context, the concepts of selfnormalization and Studentization are suitably introduced and used. This in turn

leads to having data-based computable Studentized U and [/-type statistics for estimating various parameters of interest via specific kernel functions. One immediate
example of an application of such statistics is establishing asymptotic confidence intervals for the parameter of interest in a non-parametric manner. The work in this
thesis was inspired by the 2008 contribution of Csörgö, Szyszkowicz and Wang [17]
on studying [/-statistics type processes for changepoint problems .
In Chapter 1 some general results on [/-statistics are quoted or derived. Chapter
2 is dedicated to reviewing some results on weak convergence and weighted approximations in probability of processes of partial sums of i.i.d. random variables in a
historical context, with an emphasis put on the case when the observations lie in the
domain of attraction of the normal law. In Chapter 3 pseudo-self-normalized processes

of U and [/-type statistics are introduced. Employing the method of truncations, a
weighted weak convergence result is derived under more relaxed conditions, in compar-

ison to the classical integrability conditions. In chapter 4, in the spirit of the jackknife
method for estimating the variance, properly Studentized sequences of U and [/-type

statistics processes are introduced. It is shown that these newly introduced processes
coincide asymptotically in probability with the pseudo-self-normalized sequences of
processes introduced in Chapter 3. Thus, they become computable, asymptotically
iii

equivalent versions of the latter ones.
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Chapter 1

U-statistics; Art of Symmetry

1.1

Introduction

Ever since their introduction by Hoeffding [27], [/-statistics have been of great interest and subject of intensive study. These elegant mathematical objects explore the
notion of symmetry to serve of the manifold goal of Statistics that is to make inference regarding some usually unknown parameters of the underlying distribution of a
random sample. Their role especially in the practical area of nonparametric statistics
is undeniable.

Both exact and asymptotic behavior of [/-statistics have been widely studied,
and numerous contributions in both areas have been accomplished. The vast field

of asymptotics of this class of statistics will certainly be witnessing more progresses
from researchers to come. The present thesis in hand is devoted to investigating

the asymptotic behavior of [/-statistics in terms of weak convergence, on the space
D[0, 1], with respect to weighted sup-norm metric.
In this thesis we shall specify the notion of " Lemma" to results which are quoted
from books, papers and other references. The notions of "Theorem", "Proposition"
and " Corollary" are used for those results derived by the author.

1.2

Definition and examples

Let Xi, X2, ¦ ¦ -, be a sequence of non-degenerate real-valued independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables with distribution F. Consider the parameter (parametric function) ? = ?[F) for which there is an unbiased estimator in terms
of a Borel-measurable real-valued function h = h{x\, . . . ,xm), which is symmetric in
its arguments. That is to say, given a random sample Xi, ... , Xn of size ? > m on
2

F, we have

? = 0(F) := E(H(X1, ..., Xm)) = f h(xu ...,xm) dF(Xl) . . . dF(xm) < oo.
The corresponding [/-statistic (cf. Serfling [35] or Hoeffding [27]) is

Un = U(X1,...,Xn) = (?
^ '
=

S h(Xh,...,Xim)

l<h<...<im<n

\n]-m

S

1<?-?f—f?t?<?

h(Xh,...,Xim),

(1.2.1)

where [n]"m := (" ™)!
n!

Definition 1.2.1. T/ie integer m > 1, m < ?, is called the order of the U-statistic
Un, and the symmetric estimator h of the parameter ? is called the kernel.
Remark 1.2.1. It is crucial to observe that the assumption of symmetry of the kernel

h is not a real restriction. This is certainly true since one always can replace the
nonsymmetric kernel h by
m! z-'
C(m)

where C(m) denotes the set of all permutation of the set {1, . . . ,m). Although the
assumption of symmetry, for h, imposes no real restriction in theory, in some circumstances it is better to keep an initial nonsymmetric kernel in order to avoid technical
difficulties caused by symmetrization. Such circumstances will for example be seen to
emerge in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
3

Remark 1.2.2. Taking h(x) = ? reduces a U-statistic to a partial sum. Therefore,
U-statistics can be viewed as a generalization of partial sums. Although our results
for U-statistics in this thesis agree with those for the corresponding partial sums, the
proofs are stated, and are valid only for U-statistics of order m > 2. In fact, as it will
be seen later on, we shall make use of previously obtained results for partial sums,
due to Csörgö, Szyszkowicz and Wang CsSzW in [I4], [15], [16], to establish our own
results in Sections 3 and 4-

1.3

Examples of [/-statistics

A large number of well-known statistics are actually ¿/-statistics. The following examples of some well known U-statistics can be found in Serfling [35] and Wilks [39] .

Example 1: Let ? = J xdF(x), the mean of the distribution function F, and consider
the kernel h(x) = x. Then the corresponding U-statistic is of order 1 is

^n = I 1 j L·^ ^i = ^"'
the sample mean.

Example 2: Let ? = J xkdF(x), the k-th moment of F. Consider the kernel h(x) = xk.
Then, the corresponding [/-statistic of order 1 is

? ¿-^

the sample &-th moment.

Example 3: Let ? = ^oodF{x) = P(Xi < a) = F(a), where a is a real number.
Consider the kernel h(a) = l(a;<a). Then E(l(x<a)) = F(a), and the corresponding
4

[/-statistic of order 1 is

1 n

Un = -n J2
1(X^a) = Fn(a),
¦ ?
the sample random distribution function.

Exam-pie 4'· Let ? — J(? — µ)2a?(?), the variance of F, where µ = / xdF(x), and
consider the kernel h(xi,x2) = \{x\ — X2)2- Then the corresponding U-statistic of
order 2 is

n(n— 1) 1^/¿—'
n

2

^¿(X.-X)2,
- ¦ 1

the sample variance.

Example 5: Let 0 = (J xdF(x))m = µ"1, where m is a positive integer. Consider the
kernel h{x\, . . . ,xm) = G??? xi· Then, the corresponding [/-statistic of order m is
?

«.- :

m,

-i

?

p*

Kîi<...<tm<nj=l

Example 6: Let Tn(Xx, . . . ,Xn) be a given statistic and m and d be two positive
integers such that m + d = n. For any S = {¿i, . . . , ¿m} C {1, . . . , m}, define Tm^ =

Tm(Xi1 ,... , Xi7n) which is the statistic Tn computed after Xj, i G {1, . . . , ?} — S are
deleted from the original random sample X1, ... ,Xn. Considering now the kernel

Zi(X1, . . . , Xm) — -[Tyn(X1, . . . , Xm) — Tn(X1, . . . , Xn)] ,

5

the corresponding [/-statistic is
/ 77 \

Un= i j

2_^

777

-T[Tm(Xh,- · · ) Xim) — Tn(Xi1, . . . , Xin)] .

The latter [/-statistic is known as the deleted jackknife variance estimator.
Fisher's /¿-statistic for estimation of cumulants, Kendal t, Gini's mean difference
and Wilcoxon one-sample statistic are other examples of U-statistics that can be

found, for example, in [35].

1.4

[/-statistic versus kernel

Both the kernel h and its corresponding [/-statistic Un are unbiased estimators of the
parameter T. Considering that both Un and h are unbiased estimators of T, what is

the reason of choosing Un (instead of h) to work with? To answer this question we first
note that, for a kernel h(x\, . . . , xm) and a random sample ??, . . . , Xn, ? > m, the
corresponding [/-statistic Un can be represented in terms of conditional expectation
of the kernel h on the order statistics (cf., Serfling [35], Section 5.1.4), i.e.,

Un = E(Jl(Xi,. . . ,Xm) I X(I), . . .,X(n)),
where X(i), . ¦ ¦ , X(n) are the order statistics of the sample Xi, . . . , Xn. The following
lemma (cf., Serfling [35], Section 5.1.4) provides an answer to our initial question of
this section.

Lemma 1.4.1. . Let S = S(xi, . . . , xn) be an unbiased estimator ofO = 9(F) based

6

on a random sample X1, . . . ,Xn from the distribution F. Also let

S*(x1,...,Xn) = —

S

1<s(1)<...<s(?)<?

S(Za(I), ···, ?s(?))¦

Then the corresponding U-statistic, i.e. Un = E(S*\X(1), . . . ,X{n)) (cf. Remark
1.2.1), is also unbiased and
VarF(Un) < VarF(S),
with equality if and only if Pp(Un — S) = 1.

1.5

Variance of a U-statistics

Consider a [/-statistic Un of order m < n, with mean T, for which the kernel h is

square integrable, i.e., EhP(Xi, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,Xm) < °o. Since Un is a sum of a number of
terms, the calculation of its variance yields cross-product terms of the following form:

?6 = EKh(X1,..., Xc, Xw,..., Xm)- 9Xh(X1,..., Xc, X0n,..., Xm) -T)].
It is not hard to see that the number of times that each £c, C= 1, . . . , m, appears is
/n\ im\ fn—m\

Vm/ Vc/ \rn—c) '

In order to simplify £c, ( for future use), we now define the projections hc, c =
1, . . . ,m, as follows.

hc(Xl, ...,X0):= E(h(Xu ...,X0, X0+1, ..., Xm) - O]X1 = X1,..., Xc = xe).
Remark 1.5.1. One should note that due to symmetry of the kernel h, stating the
7

latter definition with only the first c elements does not violate the generality of it. It

can be readily seen that E(K0(X1, . . . , X0)) = O and hm = h—?. We note that the most
important projection to us, in this thesis, is the one of the form that conditions on one

observation only, i.e., Ji1(^. These projections form the sequence H1(X1), . . . , K1(Xn)
of i.i.d. random variables. As we will see, this sequence will play an important role
in deriving weak convergence of the underlying non-degenerate (cf., Section 1.6) U-

statistic Un, for which we have E(Ji1(X1))2 > O.
Now in order to further simplify £c, an application of tower property leads to

?s = EiEKh(X1, . . .,XC,XC+1, ...,Xm)-9)

(h(Xi, . . . , X0, Xc+i, . . . ,Xm) — ?)]\??,. .. ,Xc}
= E(Kc(X1,..., Xc))2
= Var(hc(Xi,...,Xc)).
The variance of the [/-statistic Un of order m < n, is given in the following Lemma

1.5.1 (cf. Serfling [35], Section 5.2.1).
Lemma 1.5.1. The variance of Un is given by

Var{Vn)=(nY±(n)(n-mV
\mj *-^ \mj \m — c/
and satisfies
m

777

(*) —6
< Var(Un) < -U,
?
?
(it) (n+l)Var(Un+1) < Var(Un);
8

(iii) Var(Un) = —^-+0(n~2), ? -»¦ oo.
IL·

1.6

The concept of degeneracy; An extension

In order to avoid some future difficulties in this thesis, we shall extend the usual

definition of the concept of degeneracy of [/-statistics Un of order m < n. This
extension will include both [/-statistics, with a symmetric kernel, and sums of the
form

/ „ L(Xil,...,Xim),
1\f...f%t?

where L is not necessarily symmetric. We shall, simply, call them statistics.
In order to state our definition of degeneracy, first observe that for a Borelmeasurable function L : W1 —*¦ R, m > 1, with mean µ = E(L(Xi, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,Xm)) and
c < m, we have

Var (E(L(X1,..., X1n) -µ^,..., X0))
= E(E2(L(XU ...,Xn)- µ\??, ..., Xc))
= E[E2 (E(L(X1,..., XJ-^X1,..., Xc+l) IX1, ---,Xe)]
< E[E(E^L(X1, ...,Xm)- µ\??, · · · , Xc+i) \Xi, ---,Xe)]

= E(E2MX1, ---,Xm)- µ\*?, ¦¦-, Xc+i))
= Var (E(L(X1, ...,Xm)- µ\??, ..., X0+1)) .
The above argument, which holds when L is not necessarily symmetric, implies

0 KVaT(E(L(X1, ... ,Xm) - µ\?,))

9

< . . . < VaT(E(L(X1, ...,Xm)- µ\??, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,*m-i)) < Var (L(X1, . . .,Xm)).
Definition 1.6.1. The function L : M.m —>· R, m > 1, which is Borel-measurable with
mean µ = E(L(X1, . . . , X7n)), is said to be degenerate of rank r, 1 < r < m, if r is
the first integer for which we have

Var(E(L(X1,...,Xm)-ß\X1))
= ... = VaT(E(L(X1, ...,Xm)- µ\??, . . . ,Xr-i)) = 0 and
VOr(E(L(X1, ...,X7n)- µ\??, ...,Xr))> 0.
Remark 1.6.1. The sum S?^ ..^¿m L(Xi1, . . . ,X%m) is called degenerate of rank r
when its summand L is so.

Remark 1.6.2. When r = 1, the corresponding statistic is called non- degenerate and
when r = m, it is called a complete degenerate one.
Remark 1.6.3. It is crucial to observe that our definition of degeneracy extends the

usual concept of degeneracy for random variables. Moreover, it can be readily seen
that

Var (E(L(X1, ..., Xm) - µ\??, ¦¦¦, Xc)) = 0 if and only if
E(L(X1, ...,Xm)- µ\?,, ...,Xc)=0 a.s.
In virtue of the latter relation, the case r = m (complete degeneracy) is equivalent to

E(L(X1, ...,Xm)- µ\??) = ¦¦¦ = E(L(X1, ...,Xm)- µ\?,, ..., Xm-i) = 0 a.s.

We shall use the latter definition of complete degeneracy in our proofs (cf. Propositi

tions 1.8.1, 1.8.2 and 1.8.3).
Remark 1.6.4. When L is symmetric, our definition of degeneracy coincides with

the one defined by Borovskikh in [J1].

1.7 Decomposition(Reduction)
It is clear that except in the case of a kernel of order m = 1, [/-statistics are not
sums of independent random variables. Therefore the theory of partial sums can not
be applied directly to this class of statistics. To overcome this barrier on our way

to establishing weak convergence results for [/-statistics in our Chapters 3 and 4, we
introduce and use a decomposition of statistics of the form

/,

L(Xh,..., Xim).

l<h^...jíim<n

This decomposition, which remains valid when L is symmetric, works by adding and
subtracting appropriate terms as follows.

Let L(x\, . . . , xm) with mean µ be degenerate of rank r, r < m. Now we write

S

1<??f—f?t?<?

(L(Xi1,..., XiJ- µ)
m

= S {S^1)™"" S E(L(XH,...,Xlm)-ß\Xioi,...Xiod)
1<??f--f?t?<?

m—I

d=r

í<ji<--<jd<m

e

+ S S S^G" S E(L(Xh,...,Xim)-rìXikji,...Xikjd)}
c=r l<ki<...<kc<m d=l

l<íl<---<jd<c

(1.7.1)
Remark 1.7.1. The above decomposition will coincide with the so called Hoeffding
11

(cf. for example [35] or [4]) decomposition of U-statistics when L is symmetric in its
arguments.

Remark 1.7.2. When r = 1, (1.7.1) leads to partial sums ofi.i.d. random variables.
These partial sums in turn will determine the limiting behavior of the underlying
statistics on the left hand side of equality as in (1.7.1).
Remark 1.7.3. Although in this thesis we shall only consider non-degenerate Ustatistics, i.e., the case r = 1 for which by the definition of degeneracy we have

E(Ki(Xi))2 > O, in light of (1.7.1), we shall present our proofs based on complete
degenerate statistics, i.e., when r = m.

1.8

Some properties of complete degenerate statistics

At this stage we shall state and prove some results concerning complete degenerate
statistics for future use. The following result gives an upper bound for the second
moment of complete degenerate statistics as follows.

Proposition 1.8.1. // L : Rm —? M, m > 2, is complete degenerate with mean

µ = EL(Xx, ···, Xm) and EL2(Xi, . . . , Xm) < oo; then,

E([n}-m

S

1<1?f... f?t?<?

(L(Xi1,.-., XiJ- µ) ?< ?~™ E (L(X1, . . . ,Xm) - µ)2.

12

Proof of Proposition 1.8.1

Let LL..m := —V £s?...st?, where Lai...am := L[X171,. . . , Xffm) and Cm denotes the
ml *—*
Cm

set of all permutations s?, ... , am of 1, . . . , m. It is clear that

S

\<??f...f???<?

(Lh,-,im -µ) =

S

l<ii^...jéim<n

(Lii,-jm - µ)·

Now write

E ( ?-™S?^...^<„(4,,^ -µ) f
= (W-m)2Ei<^...^m<^(4,..,¿m -µ?
+ (N m) Z^7=I Z^l<ú^...^¿2m-j<n ' \^h,-,ij,ij+i,-,im ~ µ)
X \-íJÍl,...,Íj,Ím+l,...,Í2m-j ~ µ)\

+ (M~m)2 S?<????...^27?<? E ( (¿ii,..,im - /*) (¿im+i,...,i2m - A*) )
= [n]-mE(Llt...,m-ß)2

+ (N"m)2 S??...^<„ £(4,..,*m - µ) E(Lim+1_i2m - µ)
= [n]-m E (Llt...tm -µ)2

<[n]-™ j^ZcmE (La{1),...,a{m) - µ)2= [n]-mE [L1^7n- µ)2.
The last equality above is true provided that ?1?s?^ 0m = EL\ m. D
13

It is easy to observe that when L is symmetric in its arguments, the inequality in
Proposition 1.8.1 becomes equality.

A companion of Proposition 1.8.1 when the summand L is symmetric and depends
on the index im, where 1 < I1 < . . . < im < n, reads as follows.

Proposition 1.8.2. If Lim : Rm —? M, m > 2, is symmetric, centered and complete

degenerate such that ELf7n(Xi1, ¦ ¦ ¦ , Xim) < °°> then

E( S Lim(Xh,...,Xim))2< S (J! ^E(Ll(X1,...,Xm)).
l<ii<...<im<n

im=m ^

'

Proof of Proposition 1.8.2
First let
¿2 — 1

7,

7 „ ¦¦¦ 2_^ Lim(Xh, ..., Xim) :— y j Yim,

im=m im-i=m—l

¿i=l

im=m

and for im ^ i'm write

e{ S YiJ2 = S E{y^f + S S E(Wuim=m

im=m

im=m Z7n=Tn

(i·8·1)

We now show that E(Yi7nYi7n) = 0. To do so, assume that im < i'm and write
E(YinXnn) = E[E(Yi7nYiJlX1,..., Xi7n]

= E[Yi7nE(Y11JX1,..., Xi7n)].

(1.8.2)

To deal with the conditional expectation E(YiJX1, . . . ,Xi7n) in the latter relation,
first recall that

Yi'm= S •••S^^?'···'-*4™-!'-**!
i'm-x=m-l

??=1

14

Now consider the case when i'm — im < m — 1, then (^1, ... , i'm_i} ? {¿i, . . . , im} ^ f.
Hence, the complete degeneracy of Lv implies that

E(Lnn(Xv1, . . .,Xi>J\Xi, ...,Xim) = 0 a.s.,
and this implies that

E(YvJX1,..., X1J=O.
The other case is when i'm — im > m — 1. In this case Yvm can be written as

Yi'm = S
Li'm(Xi'^ ¦ ¦ ¦ ' X0 + S
Li'm(Xi'v ' ' ' ^U'
h
h
where J1 = {C-i> · · · > ¿?} C {¿i, ...,im} and I2 = {¿„-?, ¦ · · , *'i} C {Wi, · · · , i'm}.
The same argument as that of the previous case implies that on I1 we have

E(LijXi,,...,XiJ\X1,...,XiJ = Oa.s.
Observe that on I2, {i[, . . . , i^-i} 1^ {*i> · · · > ^m) = F· Therefore,

E(LiJX^1,. . . , XiJ]X1, ..., XiJ = E(LiJXv1,. ¦ · , XiJ) = 0.
The last relation is true since Lv is centered. Thus,

E(YvJX1,..., XiJ=O.

15

The last relation together with (1.8.2) and (1.8.1) implies that

H

S

l<h<..-<im<n

L17n(Xi1, ¦¦¦, XiJ)2= S?(
im=m

S

l<n<...<im-i

Lim(xn,...,xim))2.

We now proceed via a similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 1.8.1, for

estimating E(YJi<il<...<i7n_1 Li7n(Xi1,. · · , Xin-I, xim)) as follows.
^m-l^m

E\ l<ii<...<im_i
S ^in(Xi1,.. · , Xim-ll Xim))
irn—1 ^-^m

= l<¿l<...<¿m_l
S E{LÌm{Xil,---,Xim-l,Xim))
m-2

+/„

/„

^[¿im(^tl)---5^)^-+l)---)^im_l)^im)|^il)---)-^ij5-^tmJ

j=l l<i1<...<i2m_;,'<n

x -^ [Li7n (Xi1 , . . . , X^. , Xi7n+1 , . . · , Xi27n-J ) X¿m ) \Xii ,·¦¦ , Xij ; X¿mJ

+

2-,

^ [-^¿m (^¿1 > · · · 1 Xim-1, Xim)\Xim\ E [L%m (Xim+1 ) · · · 5 ^¿2m-2 ) Xim) \X%rn[

l<¿l<...<¿2m-2<«

=

S

E(LjJXi1, ¦¦¦, XiJ)

l<¿l<...<lm-l

^(J-i)^^(Xl'··"^^·
Now the proof of Proposition 1.8.2 is complete. D
The following Proposition 1.8.3 deals with the martingale property of degenerate
{/-statistics and statistics of the form of a sum over non symmetric summands.

Proposition 1.8.3. Let #n := s(??,...,??) be the smallest s-field generated by
the i.i.d. sequence X1,..., Xn. If for m > 2, L : Rm -> R, Ln : Rm -? R and
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Lim : Rm —> M are centered complete degenerate functions, then, for m <n, we have
that

(a) { \<??f...f?t?<?
S L(Xh > · · · > xim)i 3n} ¿« a martingale,
(b) { 1<??f...f??<?
^2 Ln(Xh, ¦¦¦, Xin)^K, } is a martingale,
where m < K <n, $? '·= &(??, · ¦ · , ??) ?,??

(e) { 1<??f—f?p?<?
^ Lim{XiiT ¦ ¦ > ??™),?!*} is a martingale.
Proof of Proposition 1.8.3

To prove part (a), write

E (

2_j

1<?\f...f?„?<?+1

=

2-^

L(Xi1,. . . ,Xi7n)IX1,. . .,Xn)

L(Xh,..., xim)

\<??f...f???<?

+

2_j

1<?2f.-f?p?<?

E(L(Xn+i, XÌ2,. .. ,Xim) \X\,. ·· ,Xn)

ii=n+l

+ ···+

2_^

E(L(Xi1,...,Xim_1,Xn+i)\Xi,. . . ,Xn)

1<?-?f...f???-1<?
im=n+l

—

2-,

L(Xh,..., Xim).

\<?\f—f?t?,<?

When L is symmetric in its arguments, then Part (a) coincides with the well known

(forward) martingale property of U—statistics, and the proof can be found, for example, in [4] or [35].
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Part (b) follows from the following simple argument.

E(

¿_^

=

Ln(Xi1,..., Xirn)\ ??, ...,Xk)

2^1

Ln(Xi1, ..., xim)

1<??F-f?t?<?

+
H

2_^

1<?2f-f?t?<?
h=K+l

+

E\Ln(XK+\,Xi2, ·· -,Xin)] X\,···, Xk)

2_^

E(Ln(Xi1,. . .,Xin^1, ??+?)\ Xi,- ¦ -,Xk)

l<h¿..^im-l<K
im=K+l

=

2_^

Ln(Xi1,. . . ,Xi7n).

\<??f...f?t?<?

A similar argument yields

E(
=

2_^

1<?\f...f?t?<?+1

/_^

Lin(Xi1, ..., Xim)\ X\, ..., Xn)

Lim (Xi1 ,... , Xim)

1<??f~-f?p?<?

+
H

2^

\<?2f...f?t?<?
i\=n+l

l·

E(Li7n(Xn+I, Xi2,.. .,Xirn)\ Xi,..., Xn)

2_^

1<?2f...f?7?<?

E[Lin(Xi1,... ,Xn+i,..., Xim)\ Xi,..., Xn)

im_i=n+l

+

2_j

1<?\f...f?7?-\<?

E(Ln+I(Xi1, ... ,Xi7n^, Xn+i)\ Xi, ... ,Xn)

im=n+l

=

/_^

Li7n(Xi1, ... ,XÌTn).

1<??f-f?t?<?

Now the proof of Proposition 1.8.3 is complete. D
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Remark 1.8.1. Proposition 1.8.3 is more general than what we will need it for in

our dealing with truncation arguments in the future. To demonstrate the role of
Proposition 1.8.3 in our proofs, consider, for example,

Ln(Xi11Xi2) := ?*?^2)?(1?????2)|<?§) - ^(M^ii.^Jfl^^i^f))

and

LiÁXh,Xt,) :- h(XH,X^mXhX¡^h - E(k(Xn,Xh)lmXhj!^h)

where h is real valued and integrable. Now, since Ln and LÌ2 are complete degenerate,
Parts (b) and (c) of Proposition 1.8.3 imply that

{ 1<?1f?2<?
J2 Ln(Xh,Xi2),$K,2<K<n}and{ \<?f?2<?
^ Li2(Xh,Xl2),$n}
are martingales.

1.9

Convergence in distribution

In this section we briefly summarize some results on the central limit theorems (CLT)
and the weak convergence of non-degenerate [/—statistics.

The first central limit theorem for non-degenerate [/-statistics was established
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by Hoeffding [27] under the condition that the second moment of the kernel of the
underlying [/-statistic, Un, exists. The following Lemma 1.9.1 can be found in Section
5.5.1 of Serfling [35].

Lemma 1.9.1. IfE(h2(Xi,...,Xm)) < oo, E(H(X1,..., Xm)) = ? and Un
is non-degenerate, i.e., is of rank r = 1 with ?? = E(hi(Xi))2 > 0. Then, as ? —? oo,

n5(C/„-0)—diV(O,m2£i),
where —^ stands for convergence in distribution.

Remark 1.9.1. For future consideration in this thesis, it is crucial to note that there

are two conditions in Lemma 1.9.1, namely (i) Eh2 < oo and (H) 0 < ??. Condition
(i) implies that in (H) we also have ?? < oo, since

?? = E(hi(Xi))2

= E{E2(h(Xi,...,Xm)-0\Xi)}
< E(H(X1, ..., Xm) -T)2
< E(^(X1,..., Xm)) < oc.
It is obvious that having ?-? < oo, does not imply the square integrability of the kernel
h. In other words, having ?? < oo does not necessarily guarantee the existence of the
variance of Un .

We shall state our weak convergence results under more relaxed conditions than
those mentioned in (i) and (ii) of Remark 1.9.1. However, before going any further,
20

we spell out a classical result on weak convergence of processes of [/-statistics that is
due to Miller and Sen [30]. Define

for 0 < t <

r:(t) = o

r*A =

m— 1
?

fc(£4 - ?)

for k = m,

,?

m ?/ nVar (hi (Xi ) )

and for t e [^- , |] , k = m, . . . , ? , let

r:(t) = u(*zl) +B(t_^i)(iï(ï)-y.·^)).
Then the cited result of Miller and Sen can be stated as follows.

Lemma 1.9.2. If

(i) 0 < E[(h(Xu X2, ...,Xm)- 9)(h(Xi,Xm+i, ..., X2m-i) - T)] = VaT(K1(X1))
and

(II) Eh2 (X1,..., Xm) <oo,
then, as ? —>¦ oo ,

Y:(t)->dW(t) on(C[0,l},p),
where {W(t),0 < t < 1} is a standard Wiener process, and —>d now means weak
convergence on the function space C[0, 1] equipped with the sup-norm p.
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1.10

Almost sure behavior of ¿/-statistics

In this section we shall summarize two results, for future use, concerning the almost
sure behavior of [/-statistics.

The following lemma is the classical SLLN due to Hoeffding in [27], which we quote
from Section 5.4 of Serfling [35].

Lemma 1.10.1. If E\h(Xu . . . ,Xm)\ < oo and E[H[X1, ... ,Xn)) = T, then,
as ? —> oo,

Un —> ? o.s.

The following Marcinkiewicz type law of large numbers for [/-statistics is due to
Giné and Zinn [23].

Lemma 1.10.2. If E]Ii(X1, . . . ,Xm)\m/s < oo with s > m then, as ? —? oo,
-?

--i:

S

l<ii<...<im<n

|?*1,···>*?,)|—>0, d.s.,

i.e., n~s l<i\<...<im<n
^2 \h{X-i, ¦ ¦ ¦ , Xm)\ —>0 a.s.
1.11

Maximal inequalities

This section is devoted to stating some maximal inequalities for future reference. The

following lemma is a well-known inequality established by Chow [6]. This maximal
inequality extends Kolmogorov's maximal inequality for sums of independent random
variables, to semi-martingales (cf., section 1.12).

Lemma 1.11.1. Let (y^) be a semi-martingale relative to the s-fields (Bk), ck be a
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sequence of non increasing positive numbers and e > O. Then,
m

»

eP( max
ckyk > e) < CiE(Jz1+) + ^
ckE(y£ - ^1) - cm JI{maxKKm
y^dP
-fc-m
¡,-o
{max1<k<m ckyk<e}
k=2
m

< C1E(Vt) + S CkEtâ -yï-?)
fc=2

m— 1

= 5^(Cfc - Cfc+i)E(2/£) + Cm£(?/+),
fc=l

where Z+ = max{0, z}.
A direct consequence of Lemma 1.11.1 is another well-known maximal inequality
when Cfe = 1, for each k = 1, 2, ... , and it can be stated as follows.

Lemma 1.11.2. Let (yk) be a martingale relative to the s-fields CSk)- Then,

eP( max \yk\ > e) < E(\ym\).
Kk<m

An alternative way of deriving Lemma 1.11.2, can be found in [26].
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1.12

Appendix

The following definition of semi-martingale is due to Doob [20].
Definition 1.12.1. Let {Xt, t ET} be a stochastic process, with E(\Xt\) < oo, ? GT,
and suppose that to each t ET corresponds a Borei field (s-field) fo of measurable ?
sets such that

(¿) & C &, s < t;
[U) Xt is either measurable with respect to the s-field $t or is equal, for almost all ?,
to a function that is;
either

(iiia) Xs = E(Xt\$s), with probability 1, whenever s < t,
or

(iiib) the process is real and Xs < E{Xt\88) with probability 1, whenever s <t, then,
{Xt,t G ?} is called a semi martingale.
Remark 1.12.1. An application of Jensen's inequality implies that when F is a real

convex function and {Xt,t £ T} is a semi martingale, then, so is {F(??),? € ?}.
Remark 1.12.2. It follows directly from the definition that every martingale is a
semi martingale.
Remark 1.12.3. Semi martingales are called submartingales too.
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Chapter 2
Partial Sums; A rich theory
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2.1

Introduction

The reduction procedure presented in Section 1.7 provides the framework for our study
of weak approximations of non-degenerate [/-statistics. It was already mentioned in

Section 1.7 (cf. Remark 1.7.2 of Chapter 1) that applying the reduction principle to
centered non-degenerate statistics results in partial sums of centered i.i.d. random
variables. As a matter of fact, this reduction reduces the underlying [/-statistic,

asymptotically in probability, to partial sums of i.i.d. random variables which we
shall assume to be in the domain of attraction of the normal law (DAN). In other
words, deriving weak convergence results for non-degenerate [/-statistics is reduced
to deriving weak convergence of partial sums. Therefore, this section is devoted to
a review of some important results on partial sums of i.i.d. random variables. Our
main attention will be given to the partial sums of i.i.d. random variables that are in
the domain of attraction of the normal law.

2.2

CLT in the domain of attraction of the normal
law

The well known classical central limit theorem (CLT) for a sequence Xi, X2, ... of

i.i.d. random variables with mean µ and variance 0 < s2 < oo states that as ? —> oo

? fT^iXi-?µ
< ?J _> V 12vr i-oc
G eMJl)dt,
x e R.
V
s??
2
Perhaps the most significant progress in proving CLT under more relaxed moment
conditions than those of the classical one, is the result obtained by Giné, Götze and

Mason [24]. In their work, these authors answer the following question: " When is
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the Student t-statistic asymptotically standard normal?". To state their result we

shall first define the concept of domain of attraction of the normal law (DAN) and
briefly address the closely related ideas of Studentization and self-normalization.
Definition 2.2.1. A sequence Xi,X25 · · · ? of i.i.d. random variables is said to be in

the domain of attraction of the normal law (X G DAN) if there exist sequences of
constants An and Bn > 0 such that, as ? —>· oo,
V"

X-A

2^1 ?

n -+a N(0, 1).

Remark 2.2.1. It is known that in the preceding definition, An can be taken as

nE(X) and Bn = ?1//2£?(?), where £?(?) is a slowly varying function at infinity

(i.e., Umn^00 g?ns = 1 for any k > O), defined by the distribution of X.
With the possibility of X\ having an infinite variance, properly normalizing the

partial sums of i.i.d. random variables with mean zero Sn = S™=???, t? > 1, such
that convergence in distribution takes place, is the first question that comes to mind.

To answer this question first consider the case when s2 = Var(X\) < oo. Now the
classical SLLN for i.i.d. random variables implies that
1

n

-S^ X2
?s? ¦*—'

1 a. s.

°

This shows that the sequence Vn = (S"_? Xf) 1^2 tends to infinity with the same rate
as that of y/?s, i.e. Vn has the same rate as the right normalizer in the classical
CLT for Sn. Hence Vn is a good candidate as a normalizing sequence. Having Vn
as a normalizing candidate, how fast does it grow to infinity as ? —* oo, when the
underlying sequence is in DAN and its variance does not exist?

To answer to this question we quote the following lemma from [15].
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Lemma 2.2.1. Let ??, X2, ¦ ¦ -, be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables in DAN such

that E(Xf) = oo. Let Bn/ oo, a set of constants for which

±-Bn ¿(XiE(X1)) ^d TV(O5I).
i=l
Then, as ? —? oo ,
« ¿=i

By virtue of Definition 2.2.1 and Remark 2.2.1, a restatement of the latter lemma,
which we shall call Raikov's theorem, reads as follows.
Lemma 2.2.2. Let Xi, X2, .. ., be a centered sequence of i.i.d. random variables in
DAN . Then, as ? —» oo,
V

-

nP(n)

1.

S

Let Xn = — , Vn = (S™=? Xf)1^2 and recall that the classical Student t-statistic
Tn(X) is of the following form
1 V^n

?

J-n{^) — ? ? T-^n

(?S??(^-^)1/2
SJVn

V\n- (SnIVnY)Kn-I)
It is noteworthy to mention that when X\ is normally distributed with mean µ and

variance s2, then Tn(X — µ) is the well known Student t-statistic with ? — 1 degrees
of freedom.

In this thesis, we shall call forms similar to SnIVn self-normalized and those of
the form similar to Tn(X) Studentized.
In light of our earlier setup, we now state the classical result of Giné, Götze and
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Mason [24] in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2.3. The following two statements are equivalent:

(i) X1 G DAN;
(U) There exists a finite constant µ such that, as ? —> co,
Tn(X- µ) -d JV(0, 1).
Moreover, if either (i) or (H) holds, then µ = E(Xi).

Giné, Götze and Mason [24], also proved that, if the sequence SnJVn, ? > 1, is
stochastically bounded, then they are uniformly sub-Gaussian in the sense that
tS„,

„.2

sup E e Vn < 2ect
n>l

for all ? G R and some finite c.

The latter property, which obviously does not hold true if we replace Vn by ay/n when
s < oo, in turn, constitutes a basic requirement in the proof of the convergence of
the moments of Sn/Vn to those of ./V(0, 1).

2.3

Evolution of Donsker's theorem

The fascinating idea of invariance principle was first used in the work of Kac [28]
and then conceived and fundamentally explored as a functional CLT by Erdös and
Kac [21] (cf. [7] for review). Namely, they obtained the asymptotic distributions of
certain functionals of partial sums of i.i.d. random variables via first proving that the
limiting distribution of each functional of their interest exists and is independent of
the initial distribution of the original observations. This enabled them to choose any
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initial distribution, based on which the derivation of the limiting distribution would
be most convenient. As the limiting distribution remains invariant when passing to
the general case from initial distribution, they called their approach the invariance
principle. Passing to the general case, the results were also connected to appropriate
functionals of Brownian motion.

In 1951 Donsker [18] extended the invariance principle to processes of partial sums,
when he proved his well known functional central limit theorem for centered i.i.d.

random variables X1, X2, ¦ ¦ ¦ and via interpolation of their partial sums .Sn = X)"=i Xi ?
(So = 0), he constructed the process {Sn(t), 0 < t < 1} on C[0, 1] according to:
sn(t) = —T=S[nt] H

i=(nt - [nt])X[nt]+1.

He showed that, as ? —> oo, the distribution of {Sn(t), 0 < t < 1} coincides with that
of a standard Wiener process {W(t), 0 < t < 1}, i.e., as ? —> oo,
Sn(t)^dW(t) on (C[0,1], ?),

(2.3.1)

where —><¿ stands for weak convergence on the function pace C[0, 1] equipped with
the sup-norm p.

Remark 2.3.1. By Theorem 5.2 of Billingsley [3] (cf. also footnote of page 16 of
[3]), the weak convergence in (2.3.1) is equivalent to:
h(Sn(.)) -*dh(W(.)) on (C[O, l],p),
for all h : C[0, 1] —> M that are continuous with respect to the sup-norm metric, almost
surely with respect to Wiener measure.
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The weak convergence result of Donsker [18] requires the existence of a finite
positive variance. A significant next step was made by Csörgö, Szyszkowicz and
Wang [CsSzW] in [14] and [15]. They proved that Donsker's theorem continued to
hold true when Xi,X2,··· were simply assumed to be in the domain of attraction of

the normal law (DAN). Thus, the possibility of having the Xi 's G DAN with infinite
variance, will not stop Donsker's theorem holding true. This extension involves the
concept of self-normalization and Studentization, as it was the case in Lemma 2.2.3

of Giné, Götze and Mason [24]. These results of CsSzW in [14] and [15] extend those
of Giné, Götze and Mason to functional central limit theorems. For future reference
we now state their Theorem 1 in [14] as the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3.1. As ? —»¦ oo, the following statements are equivalent:

(a) Xi e DAN and EX1 = µ;

(b) L^1[A* M _^d m to) for to e (0j 1];

(C) S£?(*<-/0 ^ w{t) on {m 1])p);
where ? is the sup-norm metric for functions in D[0, 1] and {W(t),0 < t < 1} is a
standard Wiener process;

(d) On an appropriate probability space for Xi, X^ ¦ ¦ ¦ , we can construct a standard
Wiener process {W(t),0 <t< oo} such that
sup

0<?<1

EH(^ -µ)

W(nt)

Vr,?

?2

= Op(I).

Remark 2.3.2. For the statements of Lemma 2.3.1 we have that, clearly, (d) implies
(c), (c) implies (b) and, on account of Theorem 2.1 of [15] (cf. also Theorem 3.3 of
[24]), (b) with to = I implies (a). Hence the proof of Lemma 2.3.1 follows by showing
that (a) implies (d). We refer the reader to [14] for the proof of the latter.
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Remark 2.3.3. What we mean by saying that (d) implies (c) is the following functional central limit theorem.

h(S[n]/Vn)^dh(W(.))
for all h : D = D[O, I] —> ?. that are (D, 1O) measurable and p-continuous, or pcontinuous except for on a set of Wiener measure zero on (D, 1D), where 1O denotes
the s—field of subsets of D generated by the finite-dimensional subsets of D.
The following Lemma 2.3.2 (cf. Proposition 2.1 in [15]), which will directly be
applied in our proofs, is a restatement of Lemma 2.3.1 in view of Raikov's theorem
(i.e., Lemma 2.2.2). In other words, we replace Vn by Bn, that was defined in Remark
2.2.1 of this chapter.
Lemma 2.3.2. As ? —? oo, the following statements are equivalent:

(a) X1 G DAN and EX1 = µ;

(h) Lh=x ^t W _^d N{Qi to) for to e (0) 1];

(c) 12S1(Xi- µ) ^ w{t) on (jD[0) 1]jp)>
Dn

where ? is the sup-norm metric for functions in D[0, 1] and {W(t),0 < t < 1} is a
standard Wiener process;

(d) On an appropriate probability space for X1, X^, ... , we can construct a standard
Wiener process {W(t),0 < t < oo} such that
sup
0<t<l

[nt]
Y)Zi(Xi-IA

W(nt)

Bn

??

oP(l).

We note that =^> in part (c) of Lemma 2.3.2 is as it was defined in Remark 2.3.2.
Remark 2.3.4. We observe that the respective (d) statements of Lemmas 2.3.1 and
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2.3.2 provide weak approximations of partial sums from which appropriate weak con-

vergence can be derived, for example like that of their respective (c) parts.
Lemma 2.3.1 and Lemma 2.3.2 were not the only contributions of CsSzW. In [15]
and [16], they succeeded to show that Lemmas 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 hold true when an
appropriate weighted sup-norm metric ||/ç|| is incorporated. In other words, they
prove weighted versions of Lemmas 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 (cf. Section 2.4 for some literature
on weight functions q(.), and their role in the area of weak convergence).
To formally state these weighted versions of Lemmas 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 for future
references in this thesis, we proceed by describing the class of weight functions of
interest and some of their properties.

As in CsSzW [14] and [15], and also throughout the thesis, we let Q to be the
class of functions q(t), which are positive on (0, 1], i.e., mf<$<t<i q(t) > 0 for 0 < d < 1,
and non-decreasing in a neighborhood of zero. Moreover, define the integral I(q, c)
as follows.

I(q,c) := Jo+
/ í_1exp(-cg2(í)/í) dt, 0 < c < oo.
The following lemmas, which characterize the class Q, can be found in Csörgö, Csörgö,

Horváth and Mason [8] (cf. also [12]).
Lemma 2.3.3. Let q E Q. If I(q, c) < oo for some c > 0, then
1

hm —— = 0.

W q{t)

Lemma 2.3.4. Let {W(t),0 < t < oo} be a standard Wiener process and q G Q.
Then,
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(a) I(q,c) < oo for all c> 0 if and only if
\W(t)\
q{t)

lim sup —T^- = 0 a.s.

tio

(b) I(q, c) < oo for some c > 0 if and only if
\W{t)\
q{t)

nmsup —-^- < oo a.s.

tio

The presence of the weight function q requires a definition of a proper metric on
D[0, 1] by which weak convergence is defined. This definition is given as follows.

Definition 2.3.1. For the functions x,y on [0,1] and q E Q, define the weighted
sup-norm metric

\\(x-y)/q\\= 0<t<l
sup \x(t) - y(t)\/q(t),
whenever it is well defined, i.e., limsupt|0 \x(t) — y(t)\/q(t) < oo. A short hand notion
for this metric will be \\/q\\.
We now quote Corollary 3 of CsSzW [16] that is a consequence of their Theorem
2 in [16].
Lemma 2.3.5. Let q € Q. As ? —»· oo; the following statements are equivalent:

(a) X1 e DAN and EX1 = µ;

(b) S?=?(^-µ) ^ W(Q on (^ J^ | /g|Q ? and only ififac) < oo for all c>0,
where {W(t), O < t < 1} is a standard Wiener process;
(c) On an appropriate probability space for X1, X%, . . . , a standard Wiener process
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{W(£), O < t < 00} can be constructed in such a way that as ? —? oo,
[ni] .

sup

0<?<1

fEM^A.^m,0p{l)
Vn

Vn

if and only if I(q, c) < 00 /or all c > 0.
Remark 2.3.5. T/ie statement (b) of Lemma 2.3.5 stands for the following functional

central limit theorem on (D, 1O, \\/q\\), where T) is the s-field of subsets of D = D[O, 1]
generated by its finite-dimensional subsets, and \\/q\\ stands for the weighted supnorm metric in D = D[O, 1] with q G Q that is also càdlàg. With —>d standing for
convergence in distribution as ? —> oo, we have

ß(—%i(Ö_) "W
for all càdlàg functions functions q G Q, and for all g : D = D[0, 1] —> K. that are

(D, S) measurable and \\/q\\-continuous or \\/q\\-continuous except at points forming
a set of Wiener measure zero on (D, 1D), generated by a standard Wiener process W(.)
on the unit interval [0, 1] .
The following lemma is a restatement of Lemma 2.3.5 replacing Vn by Bn in light
of Raikov's theorem, i.e., Lemma 2.2.2, and it coincides with Corollary 1 of CsSzW
[16] that is a direct consequence of their Theorem 1.
Lemma 2.3.6. Let q G Q. As ? —> oo, the following statements are equivalent:
(a) X1 G DAN and EX1 = µ;

ßj Hi=Mi-N
^ w^ on ^ ^ H^Ii) ^ and only ifi(qiC) < O0 for all c > 0,
Bn
where {W(t),0 < t < 1} is a standard Wiener process;
(c) On an appropriate probability space for Xi, X2, · · · , « standard Wiener process
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{W(í),0 < t < 00} can be constructed in such a way that as ? —> oo,
sup 1

0<?<1

m^zn-m>lm=M1)
/-

On

vn

¿/ and only if I(q, c) < 00 for all c > O.
We note that =>¦ in part (b) of the above lemma is as it has already been defined
in Remark 2.3.5 of this chapter.

In addition to the preceding two lemmas, in which weighted weak convergence for
partial sums is derived (via weighted approximations in probability), the following
Lemma 2.3.7, which is due to CsSzW [16] (cf. Corollary 4 in [16] and Corollary
3.4 in [15]), gives convergence in distribution results for weighted sup-functional of
partial sums, where the weight functions q are from the larger class of weight functions
characterized in part (b) of Lemma 2.3.4. This result is not implied by Lemma 2.3.5
and can not be obtained via classical methods of weak convergence. The reason is

the tightness is not guaranteed by part (b) of Lemma 2.3.4.

Let {W(t),0 < t < 1} be a standard Wiener process, X1 6 DAN and E(Xi) = O.
Lemma 2.3.7. IfqEQ and q(t) is non decreasing on (0, 1], then, as ? —>· co,

T/-i
Vn

I Sim] I

\w(t)\

SUP ^JTT
sup —7—
o<t<i
q{t) —>d o<t<i
q(t)

if and only if I(q, c) < 00 for some c > O. Consequently, as ? —> oo, we have

T/-i
Vn

IT¿Ml'im/o
SUP
TTi
?<?? (tloglogt-i)i/2

mt)\
>da o7t<i
SUp (tloglogt-i)V2-

Here and throughout, log(x) := log(maxe, x).
In view of Lemma 2.2.2 (Raikov's theorem) the conclusions of Lemma 2.3.7 con36

tinues to hold true if we replace the normalizing sequence Vn by Bn. This Version of
Lemma 2.3.7 is Corollary 2 in CsSzW [16] that is proved directly there.

2.4 Appendix: A short glimpse of earlier weighted
approximations
Rényi, [34], in 1953 studied the asymptotic distribution of modified Kolmorgrov-

Smirnov statistic. His idea was to study the statistic \Fn(x) — F{x)\/F{x) instead of
\Fn(x) — F(x)\, where Fn(x) = £ SG=? lpQ<*) ^s tne empirical distribution of the first
? observations of the sequence of i.i.d. random variables X1, X2, . . . with distribution

function F(.). The reason of this modification was to increase the sensitivity of of the
classical statistic on the tails from the hypothesized continuous distribution F(.).More
precisely, he studied the the asymptotic distribution of

n1/2 a<F(s)<b
sup (Fn(s)-F(s))/F(s), 0<a<b<l
and

n1/2 a<F(s)<b
sup (Fn(s) - F(s))/(1 - F(s)), 0 < a < b < 1.
To proceed we note that if F is continuous then without loss of generality these
statistics can be replaced respectively by

n1/2 sup an(s)/s, 0 < a < b < 1
a<s<b

and

n1/2 sup an(s)/(l - s), 0 < a < b < 1,
a<s<b
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where the empirical process an is defined as
1 n

""(*) = ?n S
1Vi^) - s
*=i
and Ui, U^, · · ¦ , is an i.i.d. sequence of unifrom(0, 1).
In the same spirit in 1952 Anderson and Darling [1] studied the asymptotics of
statistics like

n1/2 sup c*n(s)/(s(l - s))1/2, 0 < a < b < 1.
a<s<b

A natural generalization of statistics of the latter forms lead to a weak convergence

result for the process an(.) in D[0, 1] in ||/g||-metric to a Brownian bridge . Namely,
if we let Q* denote the class of positive functions on (0, 1) that are bounded away
from zero on (d, 1 — d), for all 0 < d < 1/2, non-decreasing in a neighborhood of 0
and non-increasing in neighborhood of 1, then one would want to characterize the
functions q E Q* for which, as ? —»· oo, one would have that

77,1Z2Cun(S)Zg(S) converges weakly to B(s)/q(s),

(2-4.1)

where {B(t), 0 < t < 1} is a Brownian bridge, i.e., a mean zero Gaussian process with
E(B(t)B(s)) = min(s, t) — st, with t,s G (0, 1). Such characterizations for q e Q* are
due to Chibisov [5], O'Reilly [33] and Csörgö, Csörgö, Horváth and Mason [CsCsHM]
[8] conclude that (2.4.1) holds true if and only if
limsup|S(í)|/g(í) = lim sup \B(t)\/q(t) = 0, a.s.
tio

ui

In 1986, CsCsHM in [8], derived weighted approximations for uniform empirical
and quantile processes. To state one of their results for the uniform quantile process,
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consider again an i.i.d. sequence of uniform(0, 1) random variables Ui, U2, · · · , and
let C/iiTl, . . . , Un¡n, be their first ? > 1 order statistics. For each ? > 1 define
Un(s) = Uk,n,

{k - l)/n < s < k/n, k = l,...,n,

where CZn(O) = U^n, and the quantile process
Un := s — Un(s), 0 < s < 1.
The following Lemma 2.4.1 is Theorem 2.1 in CsCsHM [8], that is one of the main
results in their Section 2 (cf. also Theorem in Csörgö, Horváth [9]).
Lemma 2.4.1. A sequence of independent uniform(0, 1) random variables U\, U2, · · ¦
and a sequence of Brownian bridges Bi, B2, · · · can be constructed on the same ¦prob-

ability space so that for all 0 < Vi < 1/2

sup

l/(n+l)<s<n/(n+l)

^1In1ZV1(S) - Bn(s)\/(s{l - s))1'2^ = 0P{1).

The partial sums based proof of Lemma 2.4.1 (cf. [8] and [9]) inspired the study of
weighted approximations of partial sums themselves. In their study of some change-

point problems, Csörgö and Horváth in [10] and [11] also dealt with the tide down
partial sums process

0,

t = 1,

where s2 = Var(Xi), S[(n+i)t] = S?=?+1 Xu and Xi,X2,··· is a sequence of i.i.d.
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random variables such that

J571JiT1 17^ < oo, for some r > 2.
Under the latter moment condition they established that there exists a sequence of
Brownian bridges {Bn(t), 0 < t < 1} such that, as ? —? oo,

sup

l/(n+l)<t<n/(ra+l)

n^\Zn(t)-Bn(t)\/(t(l-t)Y^ = Op(I),

where O < ^i < 1/2 - 1/r.
Given this conclusion, along the lines of the proof of Theorem 4.2.1 in [8] one arrives

at the following ||/ç||-metric version of Donsker's theorem (cf. also Corollary 2.1 of
Csörgö and Horváth in [H]).
Lemma 2.4.2. Let q G Q, {W(t),0 < t < oo} be a standard Wiener process and
Xi,X2,..., be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with mean zero and variance
variance s2 > O such that

E\Xi\r < oo, for some r > 2,
then, on an appropriate probability space for Xi, X2,... and W(.), as ? —? oo, we
have

sup \{no2)-ll\S[nt] - W(nt))\/q(t) = oP(l)

0<?<1

if and only if

limtj.osup \W(t)\/q(t) = O a.s.

(2.4.2)

where Q is the class of positive functions on (0, 1] which are bounded away from zero
on (d, 1] for all d G (0, 1) and non-decreasing in a neighborhood of 0.
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A similar approximation result holds for Zn(t) under the condition that £???|G <
oo for some r > 2 in ||/g||-metric with q G Q*.
It was in 1992 when Szyszkowicz [36] succeeded in showing that with q € Q,
characterized by (2.4.2), the weighted weak approximation of Lemma 2.4.2 continues
to hold true on assuming only the existence of two moments for X\. The following
Lemma 2.4.3 is a restatement of Theorem 1.2.1 of Szyszkowicz is in [36] (cf. also [38]
and [37] for extensions and proofs).
Lemma 2.4.3. Let Xl, X2, · · · be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables such that

E[X1) = O, E(X¡) = 1,

and for each ? > 1 let S(nt) = YJ^j1 X%. Then a standard Wiener process {W(t),Q <
t < oo} can be constructed in such a way that the following statements hold true.
(a) Let q € Q. Then, as ? —> oo

sup \n-1/2(S(nt) - W(nt))\/q(t) = oP(l)

0<?<1

if and only if I(q, c) < oo for all c > O.
(b) Let q G Q. Then, as ? —? oo

sup \n-1/2(S(nt) - W(nt))\/q(t) = 0P(1)

0<?<1

if and only if I(q, c) < oo for some c > O.
From part (a) of the latter theorem of Szyszkowicz it follows that Donsker's theorem holds true in terms of ||/g||-metric, when q E Q satisfies (2.4.2) and assuming
only that the variance exists.
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Based on CsSzW [14], [15] and [16] in Section 2.3, we summarized some recent
significant progress in the area of weighted approximations of partial sums, when
X e DAN.
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Chapter 3

Weighted approximations of
Pseudo-self- normalized [/-statistics

and [/-type statistics
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3.1

Introduction

The true inspiration of this thesis comes from the work of CsSzW in [17] and the
earlier work of Csörgö and Horváth in [10] in the area of changepoint analysis (cf.

also [13] ). We first state the so-called At Most One Change (AMOC) problem. Then,
for the sake of calling the reader's attention to the motivation of this work, we briefly
summarize the main results in the cited papers.

Detecting possible changes in distribution of a set of observations is referred to as
a changepoint problem. We now state the just mentioned AMOC problem.
Let Xi,X2,- " ¦> be a sequence of non-degenerate independent real valued random variables with distribution function F. We are interested in testing the null
hypothesis:
Ho : Xi, 1 < i < ?, have the same distribution,
versus the one change in distribution alternative:
Ha : there is an integer k, 1 < k < n, such that

P(Xi < t) = ¦ ¦ ¦ = P(Xk < t), P(Xk+1 <*) = ..· = P(Xn < t)
for all 0 < t < 1 and P(Xk < ¿?) f P(Xk+i < ¿o) for some t0.
In 1988 in their work of [10] (cf. also [H]) Csörgö and Horváth introduced functionals
of a [/-statistics type process to test H0 versus Ha- Letting h(x,y) to be a kernel
with mean T, the Csörgö-Horvath centralized U-type process is defined by
k

?

Zk = S
S h(xi>xi) - k(k - l)9' ^<k<n.
i=l j=k+l
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(3.1.1)

The idea is to divide the ? already observed observations into the two blocks
Xi, ...„ ,Xk,' >Xk+i, v¦ ¦ · ,Xn'

and comparing the k observation in the first block to the remaining (n — k) of the
second one, via an appropriate kernel of order 2, to capture the possibility of having
a change in distribution at an unknown time k.

Although, Zk is not a [/-statistic itself, when h is symmetric, it can be written as
a sum of three centered [/-statistics as follows.

Zh = J2Í2 HXuXi) -(fjo
-{SI=Ij=H-I
S WU.X,)- (*)»+
S S HXi,?^-G'
^ '
i=k+lj=i+l
^ ??},
'

Kk < ?.

Csörgö and Horváth studied the asymptotic behavior of this functional of statistics
via obtaining weak approximation of the sequence of stochastic processes in D[0, 1],

{Z[ni],0 < t < 1} under the null hypothesis. Define the Guassian process
G(?) = (1 - t)W(t) - t (W(I) - W(t)), 0 < t < 1,
where {W(t),0 < t < oo} is a standard Wiener process. Then under Ho, when

q e Q*, EIh(X11X2)I" < oo for some ? > 2 and O < s2 = E(Kj(X1)), Csörgö and
Horváth [10] showed that a sequence of Gaussian processes {G„(?),0 < t < 1} such
that for ? > 1,

{rn(í),0<í<l}=d{r(í),0<í<l}
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can be constructed in a way that, as ? —> oo, we have

sup In-3ZV-1Zn - Tn(t)\/q(t) = op(l)

0<?<1

(3.1.2)

if and only if

f1" 1
cq2(t)
/ —
r exp( —, v \)dt < 00 for all c> O.

J0+ í(l-í) yK t(l-t)J

In her PhD thesis, Szyszkowicz [36] showed that the approximation (3.1.2) continues

to hold true assuming that q G Q*, ?(?2(??,?2)) < 00 and 0 < s2 = E(Hl(X1)).

Clearly, the weak convergence of the process ?_3'2s_1?[??] on (D, 1D, ||/ç||), as it is
defined in Remark 2.3.5 of Chapter 2, follows from the weighted weak approximation

(3.1.2).
A significant improvement in establishing weak approximations similar to (3.1.2)
was made by CsSzW in [17]. The progress was made in two aspects: (i) they relaxed
the condition that the second moment of the kernel exists to the one with 5/3 moments
which in turn enabled them to have hi (X\) G DAN and (ii) using the method of

jackknifing, they replaced s2 (which may not exist) by some normalizing sequence
and concluded that, as ? —* oo, we have, under H0,

sup In-3ZV-1Z^1 - Tn(t)\/q(t) = Op(I),

0<?<1

where q, Tn and G as before and
[nt]

?

¿? = S S h2{Xi,Xj)-nH{\-t)ê, 0<?<1,
¿=1 j=[nt]+l

?= —?—G
V h(Xi,Xi),
??-1 ¿?
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and

j=l

i=l

?

?f?

' 1<?f3<?

This, in turn, constitutes the inspiration behind the work in this thesis.
In this chapter we derive a weak convergence result for processes of [/-statistics and
[/-type statistics. To establish this result, we will introduce a normalizing sequence

when the variance of the projection h\ is not necessarily finite. Unlike the above s2,
this normalizing sequence relies on the distribution of the observations and can not be
computed based on only the observations. To remedy this issue, in the next chapter

we shall introduce another normalizing sequence, in the same spirit as the above s2,
based on which results similar to those of this chapter will be derived.
Employing truncation arguments and the concept of weak convergence of selfnormalized and Studentized partial sums, we derive weak convergence results via
approximations in probability for pseudo-self-normalized U-statistics and U-statistic

type processes. Our results in this chapter require only that (i) the expected value of

the kernel of the underlying [/-statistic to be of order | (instead of having 2 moments
of the kernel), and that (ii) the conditional expected value of the kernel on each
observation to be in the domain of attraction of the normal law (instead of having 2
moments). Similarly relaxed moment conditions were first used CsSzW (2008) in [17]
for [/-statistics type processes for changepoint problems in terms of kernels of order
2. Our results in this chapter extend their work to approximating [/-statistics with
higher order kernels. Our weak convergence results for [/-statistics in turn extend

those obtained by R.G. Miller Jr. and P.K. Sen (1972) in [30], quoted here earlier as
Lemma 1.9.2.
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3.2

Definitions and tools

Recall that a {/-statistic based on the (symmetric) kernel h with mean ? was defined
in (1.2.1) as follows.

\

/

1 Si, S Si Sn
l<¿i<...<im<ra

= [n]-m 1<??f—f?t?<?
S HXh,...,Xim).
In the same spirit we define a {/-type statistic based on a symmetric kernel h with
mean ? as follows. For m < K < ?

^n = n-m l<h<...<im<K
S h(Xh,---,Xim)
m).

S

\<?1f...f??a<?

h(Xh,---,Xim).

(3.2.1)

Remark 3.2.1. Despite their close relation, our notion of U-type statistics in (3.2.1)
is different from the one was first defined by Csörgö and Horváth, i.e. Z^ in (3.1.1).

With V% := Y^=ih1(Xi), define the pseudo self-normalized [/-statistic process
UP^ and the pseudo self-normalized U-type process F?^? , respectively as follows.

Tjnor

I

0,

m

0<?<— ,
??

U\rt - \ Hm U[Ut]?^ rn<t<l
Vn
? ~ ~
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m

O,

0 < t < —,

F? = ? ?-™+? ZiX1^unKw(KXiI, ...,XiJ -?) ^ m^t^h
m

Vn

? ~

~

where [.] denotes the greatest integer function.
The term pseudo refers to the fact that the normalizing sequence Vn, is not directly
related to the kernel h, but to its projection Zi1.

Although, as we shall see, Vn is the right normalizer for both U^ and F|^, in the
sense that it leads to weak convergence to a Wiener process, it cannot be computed
based on only the observations, i.e., the distribution of the observations F is still
required. Therefore, the approach is not non parametric, yet. We will deal with this
issue in the next chapter.

Considering that to derive our results we shall assume that hi (Xi) G DAN, we
restate the conclusion of Raikov's theorem, cf. Lemma 2.2.2, in this context as follows.
As ? —? oo,
V2

? £2(n)

- 1.

(3.2.2)

Moreover, letting the class Q be as it was defined and characterized in Lemma 2.3.4

and Bn = nl/2t(n), when i is the slowly varying function at infinity associated with
Yix, also recalling that /I1(Xj), 1 < i < ?, are centered i.i.d. random variables the
CsSzW [16] based Lemmas 2.3.5 and 2.3.6 in this context read respectively as follows.
Lemma 3.2.1. Let q G Q. As ? —>· oo the following statements are equivalent:
(a) Zi1(X1) G DAN;
Y^M ?, (?)

ß) Z^i=i U ?) ^ W(tj on ^}¡Dj ||/g||) -j and only if j^c) < oo for all c > 0,
where {W(t), O < t < 1} is a standard Wiener process;
(c) On an appropriate probability space for X11X2, . . . , a standard Wiener process
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{W(t), O < t < 00} can be constructed in such a way that as ? —> oo,

sup¡ü^_^|MíHop(1)

o«<i

Vn

Jn

if and only if I(q, c) < 00 for all c > 0.
Lemma 3.2.2. Let q € Q. As ? —> oo i/ìe following statements are equivalent:

(a) Ji1(X1) e DAN;

^ ^i=IBn? «; ^ pv(t) on (£>,£, ||/g||) if and only if I(q,c) < 00 for all c > 0,
where {W(t), 0 < t < 1} ¿sa standard Wiener process;
(c) On an appropriate probability space for X1, X2, ¦ ¦ ¦ , a standard Wiener process
{W(t), 0 < t < 00} can be constructed in such a way that as ? —> oo,

8??|S??«_^?/9((???{1)

0<t<l

Dn

yjn

if and only if I(q, c) < 00 for all c > 0.
In the following Section 3.3 we study weighted weak approximations of the process

UIn^. Similar results for the U-type process F?^? will be derived in Section 3.4.

3.3

Pseudo self-normalized U-statistic processes

Theorem 3.3.1. Let q G Q and assume

EQh(X1, . . . , Xm) I1 log Ih(X1, ...,Xm)\)<oo.
and that H1(X1) G DAN. Then, as ? —? oo, we have

(a) U^ => W(t) on (D, 1D, \\/q\\) if and only if I(q,c) < 00 for all c > 0, where
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{W(í),0 < t < 1} is a standard Wiener process and \\/q\\ is the weighted sup-norm
metric for functions in D[O, I];
(b) On an appropriate probability space for Xi,Ä2, . . . , a standard Wiener process
{W(t), O < t < 00} can be constructed in such a way that
sup
0<?<1

jjnor

U[nt]

W(nt)
?

Mt) = Op(I),

if and only if I(q, c) < 00 for all c > O.
Theorem 3.3.2. Let q G Q and assume

EQh(X1, . . . , Xm) I1 log Ih(X1, ...,Xm)\)<oo.
and that H1(X1) G DAN. Then, as ? —> oo, we have

(a) J&hl(Ulnti ~?)=> W(t) on (D, 2), ||/?||) if and only ifI(q, c) < 00 for all c > 0,
where {W(t), 0 < t < 1} is a standard Wiener process and \\/q\\ is the weighted supnorm metric for functions in D[O, I];
(b) On an appropriate probability space for X1,X2, ¦ ¦ . , a standard Wiener process
{W(t), 0 < t < 00} can be constructed in such a way that
sup
0<?<1

nt)
W(nt)
? [nt] -V)/q(t) = oP(l),
?
m£(n)y/n

if and only if I(q, c) < 00 for all c > 0.
Remark 3.3.1. Note that taking q(t) = 1 results in finiteness of I(q, c) for all c> 0,
i.e., Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 remain valid for non-weighted pseudo Self-normalized

U-statistic processes. Moreover, in this case, \\/q\\ -metric will coincide with the usual
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sup-norm metric and the notion =>- of part (b) of Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, as it
is defined in Lemmas 2.3.5 and 2.3.6, will coincide with the the convergence in distribution of functionals definition of weak convergence on D[0, 1] with respect to the
sup-norm metric.

In the same spirit as that of Lemma 2.3.7, for a larger class of weight functions

that imply the fmiteness of I(q, c) and characterized by Lemma 2.3.3 and part (b) of
Lemma 2.3.4, the following Theorems 3.3.3 is a [/-statistic version of Lemma 2.3.7.

Theorem 3.3.3. Let {W(t),0 <t< oo} be a standard Wiener process, Ji1(Xi) E
DAN and

E(Ih[X1, . . . , Xm)|Mog \h(Xu ...,Xm)\)<oo.
If Q £¦ Q and Q(t) is nondecreasing on (0, 1], then as ? —> oo,

sup |C/$fl/g(f) —M sup \W(t)\/q(t)

0<t<l

0<?<1

if and only if I(q, c) < oo for some c > 0. Consequently as ? —> oo we have

sup |C/^|/(tloglog(7))*—«f sup |W(í)|/(íloglog¿))3.

0«<1

t

0<?<1

î

Note that Theorem 3.3.3 keeps holding true if we replace Vn by Bn.
Proof of Theorems 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3

In view of reading of conclusion of Raikov's theorem as in (3.2.2) in this context, we
have the the following equivalencies.
Lemmas 3.2.1 is equivalent to Lemma 3.2.2,
Theorem 3.3.1 is equivalent to Theorem 3.3.2.

Thus, in light of Lemma 3.2.2, we shall only give the proof of Theorem 3.3.2, and
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that of Theorem 3.3.3. It can be readily seen that in order to prove Theorems 3.3.2
and 3.3.3, it suffices to prove the following Theorem 3.3.4.
Theorem 3.3.4. Let q G Q and assume

EQh(X1, ... ,Xm)^ log \h(Xu . . .,Xn)I) < oo.
and that Ji1(X1) G DAN. Then, as ? —>· oo we have

sup I J"*1 r (U[nt] - B) - S^£(n)y/n
^i]\/q(t)
= oP(l).
"

o<t<i ™(»)Vn
Proof of Theorem 3.3.4

To establish Theorem 3.3.4, we first observe that

i_M_„,

m S?µ^.),, u,

< 0<t<m
«up |_i!L(pM-i)£ä^»l|
> m £(n) y/n
£(n)y/n ' /,(t)
+ s<í<i
sup I'm £[n)M Vn (tfH-6>) - SS^i)|/g(t).
£(n)y/n '
But as ? —? oo, definition of [?™°[ and part (c) of Lemma 3.2.2 imply that

< SUP m^m
+ 1]m£(n)m y/n (fe^,...,^)-^-^1™!/^-)-^!)·
£(n) ^Jn " ?
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(3.3.1)

Therefore, according to the latter relation and (3.3.1), in order to prove Theorems
3.3.4 and 3.3.2, we need to show that

sup I If] (U[nt] - T) - E£^}|A(¿)
= oP(l).
t(n)y/n "

2?<?<? m ?(?) y/n

(3.3.2)

Since it is true that

Mxn) + ... +K1(X1J) = ^f
S (Mxn)+...^h1(X,j)
^M) ^h1(X,

:...<?~<Gt??1
l<ii<...<im<[nt]

L J \

/ i=i

it becomes clear that in order to establish (3.3.2), it will be enough to prove the
following Proposition 3.3.1.
Proposition 3.3.1. Let q G Q. If

E(Ih(X1, . . . , Xm) |Mog \h(Xu . . . , Xm)\) < oo.
Then, as ? —? co

h)^ IS

S

(h(xil,...,xim)-e-h1(xil)-...-h1(xim))\/q(t)

= op(l).
Proof of Proposition 3.3.1

Without loss of generality assume that ? = O. On taking ? large enough, let Se (^,l]
be small enough so that q(t) is nondecreasing on (0,(5). Observe that

SmsuP IS S (h(Xh,...,Xim)- Ji1(Xi1) ~...-hi(Xlm))\/q(t)
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<S
sup IM- S (HXi11. ..,XO-K1[Xi1)-. ..-K1(XO)Wt)
y ) ™<t<5 [ m J 1<il<...<im<[ni]

+?T
sup IM
S (h(xh,... ,xo -K1(Xi1) -...-K^xo^Mt)
t(n) 5<t<!
(M) 10?<?<[??
:= J1(W,*) + I2(M).

(3.3.3)

To prove Proposition 3.3.1, it will be enough to show asymptotic negligibility of both
Ii(n,t) and l2(n,t) in probability.
To deal with I1(Ti, t) write

I1(M) < ^<t<s
sup I^|[^|
S (H(Xi1,...,XO-K1(Xi1)-...-K1(XiJ^
(™)?(?) ^h<^[nt]
Û
^<t<s q{t)

X SUp —r^-

- i^WS1^ C1«.·····*-)-^«.'--^^))!
L<...<¿m<[nt]

X

Û

SUp -T-T-.

f <t<5 Q\t)

The last relation suggests that by virtue of Lemma 2.3.3 and from the fact that £(n)
is a slowly varying function at infinity, for large n, we have that £(n)y/n > y/n. To
prove I\(n, t) = op(\) it suffices to show that

supSi
S (H(Xi1,..., xo -K1(Xt1) -...-K1(XO)I
™<7<i
(H)
ml l<¿i<...<im<[nt]
= Op(I).

(3.3.4)
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To establish (3.3.4), for I1 < . . . < im, consider the following truncation setup:

«-^)-^

^W)-^'-'4)Vi>i))'

9UX^--^XiJ--=HUX^---,XiJ~E{HTm{Xhì...ìXim)\Xh)
- ... - E(H^(Xi1, ..., Xim)\Xim),

g¡am(Xh,...,Xlm):=H¡ajXH,...,Xim)- E(HrjXh,..., Xim)\Xh)
-...- E(H^(X11,..., Xim)\Xim).

(3.3.5)

Having the above setup, to prove (3.3.4), we proceed by stating and proving the
following Proposition 3.3.2.

Proposition 3.3.2. If E\h(Xi, . . . ,Xm)\3 < oo. Then, as ? —>¦ oo, we have
Kl
m<K<n (K)
'
Vm/

l<ix<...<im<K

max -T7TTm<K<n
(K)
Vm/
m)

\<i\<...<im<K

max

S

9Z(Xn, ¦¦·, Xin)I= Op(I)

(3.3.6)

S

9Z(Xi1,..., XUl=Op(I).

(3.3.7)

and

Proof of Proposition 3.3.2

For throughout use let A be a positive constant which may be different as each stage.

To prove (3.3.6) we first represent the statistic Za<n<...<im<isr S1Im(^n · · · ^m) in
terms of 2m — m — 1 sums which their summand posses the property of complete
degeneracy as follows.
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l<il<...<im<K
m

S { Ei-1)"-" S EUt(Xi1,..., XO^1,-

l<il<...<im<K

d=2

l<ji<-<jd<™

m—i

+S

S

S?-1)6""

c=2 l<fci<...<fcc<m d=1

S

l<ji<—<jd<c

E{gfm{Xh,...,Xirn)\Xikh,...,

¦= l<ii<...<im<Ä"
S Vt(Xi1,..., XU
m— 1

+S

S

S

c=1 l<ki<...<kc<m l<i\<...<im<K

Wv^J-

In view of the latter setup to prove (3.3.6) we need to show that
.1

22LT^I S VX(Xi1,. ..,XUI=Op(I)

m<K<n (K)
Vm/
m/

l<ii<...<im<K

and for, m > 3, c = 2, ... ,m — 1 and 1 < fci < . . . < kc < m,
Kh

™^7?? I S V£(Xifcl,...,XiJ|= Op(I).

m<K<n (K)
Vm/
m/

l<i1<...<im<Ä"

Due to similarity we shall only give the proof of (3.3.8).
1

Noting that ?£ is decreasing in K, for M > 0, we write,
Vm/

ATi
Km<K<n (K)
Vm/

l<ii<...<im<ii

?2

* '(.5Si. S TCj I
im=m Vm/

S

l<i1<...<im_i<jm

VC(X11....,^)! > m)
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K

.1

??,

¿m=m vm/

oo

.\

¿m=m Vm/

s?

l<J!<...<im_i<im

·2

l<i1<...<im_i<im

/

·

im=m Vm/ ?
??

\
7

·2

im=m
??

KAM-1 S OEQh(Xi1,... ,Xin)] la)
im=m

°°

_I

5

KAM-^E(Ih(X1,. ..,Xm)\l,ü*<|ft|<Ü+i)*);
» ) S ¿m

?

OO

<M-1^(|Ä(I1,..^JU,

3)

j=m

This completes the proof of (3.3.8) and that of (3.3.6).

Now we give the proof of (3.3.7). Similarly to what we had in the proof of (3.3.6),
we write

l<h<--<im<K
m

= \<h<-<im<K
S (Et-1)™""
S E(gt(Xh,..., Xim)\Xin,...,XÍ3d)
d=2
l<ji<-<jd<m
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m—I

+S
S S^1)^ l<ji<-<j'd<c
S W4.-,ïji\
e=2 l<fci<. ..<fcc<m d=2

\)}

== l<h<...<im<K
S VJ(X41,..., ??
m—I

+S
S
S vî(xifcl,...,xoc=1 l<ki<...<kc<ml<h<...<im<K
Therefore, to establish (3.3.7) we need to show that
KÏ

tW
Vm/

S

1<¿i<. ..<im<Ä'

Vj(X¿1,...,XO = Op(I)

(3.3.10)

and for, m > 3, C = 2, . . . , m — 1 and 1 < fci < . . . < kc < m,

m^<nW)

S <(Xifcl,...,Xifce) = 0p(l).

Vm/

l<u<...<im<X

(3.3.11)

To prove (3.3.10), employing Proposition 1.8.3 and Lemma 1.11.1 followed by an
application of Proposition 1.8.2, for M > 0 we write

P(JS^M \ S ?£«„...,??|>?)
Vm/

l<ii<...<im<K

< M-^2E(
£ VJ(X41,..., XO)2
VmJ
l<¿i<...<¿m<n

+?"2S(t^-^^ S *£(* .^»2
AT=m Vm/

Vm/

IV — tn

1

Vm/

l<h<...<im<K

¡m=m v

/

m/

-».__ —'m

tm=rn
¿m

^

'
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s "*>)(„ -ro+1) S ^(X1... .,^11X1Ji1141311)
n_1

-t-

2m2

¿_^ ? V l,

K

, m I, imJ (\h\<K?)(K\(K
_m+l)/ im=m
Z^
Vm/ V

K=m

<AM"2 J] C^2(^l,---^m-l,^m)l

.3 )

n-1

+am-2 S r2#2(^
if=m

X^1Xi1n)I

< AM"2 J] ?G-^?2^,... , X^1, X41n)I

î}

§

iC=m

= AM-2Vr2E(/i2(I1,...)Im)1
, 3 J/
Z^
V V li
> m) (?£1(«-1)2<|?|<<2);
lyjKK/U1 23 < , M<i2
A'=m
OO

OO

= AM-2V£(/i2(i1]...,xji
3 , , sjVr2
Z^ VVl'
> mj ((i_1)2<|ft|<j2)//_-,
i=l

Ä=i

OO

—

Z^
¿=1

V

V i)

>

mj ((i_i)2<|/l|<¿2)-'

<— AM-2E(\h(X1,...,
, 3 , , 3J
Vl V i) > Xm)\^l,
mj ? (Ug1(i-l)2<|ft|<i2)/
< AM"2 EIZi(X1,..., Xm) I s <oo.
Now the proof of (3.3.10) is complete.
Due to similarity, to establish (3.3.11), we shall only state the proof for k\
1, . . . , kc = c, where c = 2, . . . , m — 1 and m > 3. But first observe that

S

vi:{xn,...,xic)

l<h<...<im<K
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¿m=m l<íl<...<¿c<¿n
K

(JL1)E S. . ?^ W
Once again an application of Lemma 1.11.1 followed by an application of Proposition
1.8.1, yield

KÌ
^m<K<n (K)
'
Vm/

Kti
L<ii<.. .<im<K

Vm/

im=ml<ii<...<ic<im

iC=m Vm/

Vm/

tm=ml<«i<-<ic<im x

<??-2^( n ) (?? E(h2(Xi,...,Xm)l a)
Vm/

x

ira=m

+AM-2 T (JL - ^±1) ( K )??)?? E(h2(Xu...,Xm)l s)
K=m \m)

\ m Ì

X

/

\

/

lm=m

<AM^±^E(h^Xu...,Xm)lm<JJ
+AM-2 g AT-^(A2CX1,. ., XJl^^j) S 1
im=m

ft"=m

¿m=m

< AM~2E]H(X1,..., Xm)\l <oo.
The latter relation completes the proof of (3.3.11) and that of Proposition 3.3.2.
Hence h(n,t) = oP(l).
By virtue of our notion of h(n,t) and I2(n,t), so far, we have showed that
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I1(U, t) = Op(I). To complete the proof of Proposition 3.3.1 we need to show that
I2(Ti, t) = Op(I). But observe that for h(n,t) we can write

I2(n,t) < Cr sup MI

J2

(h(Xh,..., XiJ-O-Ji1(XJ-...-Ji1(^J)\

1

x SUP -¡??s<t<i q(t)

And since sup¿<t<! -pr = 0(1), in order to show that I2(n, t) = oP(l), we only need
to show that

jt\
sup IM
S
«(?)
*—' r , (äÄ,··.. ^u)-Ai(Xi1)-. ..-A1(XO)I
v ' 2?<?<?
n-1-1 ' (ÍntJ)
Vm/ l<¿i<...<im<[ní]
= op(l).

(3.3.12)

Remark 3.3.1. Under the condition that

E( \h(Xu..., Xrn)I1IOgIh(X1,..., Xm)\)<™,
Nasari in [31] gives a proof for (3.3.12). Here, for the sake of consistency in our
proofs, we shall establish this relation in a different way.

To prove the (3.3.12), we first consider a slightly different truncation setup than
(3.3.5) as follows.

Ht;(Xil,...,Xim):=h(XH,...,Xim)lm^nh-E(h(Xh,..., Xim) l(|fc|<nî)),

K(X11,. .'.,Xin) := h(Xn,. . .,XtJ lm>ni) - E(h(Xh,. . .,X1J l(|hl>BÏ)),
9?(???· · · > XiJ := HniXh^ ¦ ¦ > XiJ ~ E(Hn(Xh: · · · ) XiJ\Xh)
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- ... - E(H¿(Xh,. . . ,Xim)\Xim),

gtna(Xh,...ìXim):=K(Xh,...,Xim)-E(Htna(Xil,...,Xim)\XH)
- ... - E(Hf(Xi1, . . .,XiJlXiJ.

(3.3.13)

By virtue of the above setup to prove (3.3.12) we proceed by proving the following
result.

Proposition 3.3.3. If

E(Ih[X1, . . . , Xm)\~3 log |MXi, ..·, Xm)|) < oo.
Then, as ? —» oo, we have

n-lmax-^l
J] <ft(Xix, . . . ,X4Jl = oP(l)
m<K<n (K)
Vm/

l<h<...<im<K

(3.3.14)

and

?"! max -I- I ^ ^(X11, . . . ,XiJ\ = oP(l).
m<K<n I

I

Vm/

*—-'

l<ii<...<im<ii

(3.3.15)

Proof of Proposition 3.3.3

Once again to prove (3.3.14), we add and subtract terms to get:

S

l<h<...<im<K

9^(Xi1,..., XiJ
m

= S { Ei-1)""" S E(gt:(Xh,...,XiJ\Xih,...,Xijd)
l<h<...<im<k

m—I

¦S

d=2

í<jl<-<jd<™

e

S S?-1)0-" S E(g{a(xh,...,xij\xikn,...,Xik]d)}

c=2 l<fci<. ..<kc<m d=2

l<j'i<... <jd<c
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S

l<il<...<im<K

V¿a(Xh,...,Xim)

m— 1

+S
S
S v?(xiki,...,xikc).
c=2 l<fci<...<fec<m l<ii<...<im<K
(3.3.14) will follows if we show that

n-\ max -^- | £ V¿a(Xh, . . . ,Xim)\ = oP(l)
rn<K<n I

1

Vm/

¦*-—'

l<i!<...<im<ii

(3.3.16)

and for, m > 3, c = 2, ... ,m— 1 and 1 < fci < . . . < kc < m,

n~K^^\
S V?(Xikiì...,Xikc)\=oP(l).
Im/ l<i1<...<iTTr<i<"

(3.3.17)

Having the similarity of the two we only give the proof of (3.3.16). Once again having
the martingale property, we apply Lemma 1.11.1 for e > 0 and arrive at:

P(n"i max -^
I Y] V¿a(Xh , . . . , Xim) \ > e)
Vm/ l<ii<...<im<K
?

?

Fi
vm/
Vm/

l<¿i<...<¿m<n

n-1

K=I

Vm/

Vm/

l<ú<...<im<íír

< Ae-^E(Ih(X1,..., Xm)\l{ìhì>J))
n-l

+Ae-^E(Ih(X1, . . . ,Xm)|l(N>ni)) S !
?G=1

< Ae-1E(IZi(X1, . . . , ^m)|H(|h|>n5)) - 0, as ? - ??.
Now the proof of (3.3.16), (3.3.17) and that of (3.3.14).
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To establish (3.3.15), similarly to the preceding case we represent the statistic in
terms of complete degenerate ones as follows.

l<h<...<im<K
m

= S { S^1)^ S E{^(Xtl,..., Xin)^,... ,Xiid)
l<il<...<im<k

d=1

m—1

+S

l<ji<—<jd<™

c

S

S?-1)" S E(gt;(xil,...,xim)\xikh,...,xik]d)\

<ki<...<kc<m d=2

S

l<ii<...<im<K

l<ji·

V»(Xh,...,Xim)

m—1

+S

S

S

c=2 l<fci<...<fec<m l<ii<...<im<K

C(\>-.v

Therefore, (3.3.15) will follow if we show that as ? —>· oo,

n-3 m<K<n
max ^J] V?(Xilt . . . ,X4J = oP(l)
(K)
Vm/ l<il<--<¿m<íí'

(3.3.18)

and for, m > 3, C = 2, . . . ,m— 1 and 1 < fcx < . . . < kc < m,

?"* max A J] ^(X . . . ,?) = 0p(l).
m<K<n I

I

*—*

Vm/ 1<??<...<?,„<?:

(3.3.19)

To establish (3.3.18), for e > 0, we apply Lemma 1.11.1 and Proposition 1.8.1 to
arrive at:

?(?-? max -|-| J] V^(X11, . . . ,Xim)\ > e)
m<K<n I

1

^-*

Vm/ l<ii<...<im<K
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?

<Ae^-~E(h\Xu...,Xm)limJ))
Vm/

+Ae^E(V(X1, ...,Xm) I3) K=m
£ (—,
L)
Km) ~ T^)
\ m )
V '
< Ae-^E(V(X1,..., Xm)l{mnh)
n-l ?

+Ae-2«-1^*!,...,*,») l(|^ni)) K=m
S ^r
Vm/

(3.3.20)

First we show that n~1E(h2(X1, . . . ,Xm) ln/l|<n|0 = °(1)· To do so, observe that
n-iv(u2
E(V(X1,..., Xm)l(lh.

..)

(H<"2V

= n-1E(/i2(X1,...,Xm)l(|^3))

< ?-*ß(|?(??, · ¦ · , *m)|$l(|fc|<n)) + £(IM*1, ¦ · ¦ > *m)I1 1(?<|?|<?§))
—> 0, as ? —> oo .

To show the asymptotic negligibility of the other term in (3.3.20) we write,

"E(V(X1,...^) Xm^ Y^ w
K=m Vm/

< ?"1 1Og(X)E(^(X1, ..., Xm) \m¿)
< n-5 log(n)£(|/i(*i, . . . , Xm)|t) + £(|M*i, · · · , ^m)I1 log |/i(*i, · · · , Xm)\M\h\>n))
—> 0, as ? —> oo.

We now conclude (3.3.18). To complete the proof of (3.3.15) we now establish (3.3.19).
Due to similarity we shall establish the latter only for the case U1 = 1, . . . kc = c, where
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2 < e < m — 1. First note that

S v?ixh,...,xu) = (Kmm-T)
S Cft JJ
^
' 1<Ú<...<¿C</Í

- si
sv
IKi1K...
<im<K

x

<

' l<h<...<ic<K

(m*c) S c<*,·· ·.*.).
l<h<...<ic<K

Now another application of Lemma 1.11.1 and Proposition 1.8.1, yield

P^n'ì^<,^WL\
S V*(Xh,...,Xic)\>e)
rn<K<n (K)
Vm/

l<ii<...<ic</C

<?G^#.(??,...,?,??|)
Vm/

n-1 K2( K ?

(? + 1)2(?+1? (K

+M-^E(V(X1,....Xm)lm<ni]) S (^- - ' +± H) Ç
n-1

+A6-2H-1S(A2CX1, . . . , Xm)l(|ft|<ni)) E X-c+1
ÍC=1

< Ae-2Ti-1E(^(X1, . . . , Xm)l(|fc|<nf}) + ^"2H"1 log(n)E{h'(Xu . . . , *·»)1(|?<??))
—? 0, as ? —> oo .

The last relation completes the proof of (3.3.15) and that of Proposition 3.3.3. Now
the proof of Theorem 3.3.4 and those of Theorems 3.3.2, 3.3.1 and 3.3.3 are complete.
D
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3.4

Pseudo self-normalized U-type processes

Theorem 3.4.1. Let q E Q and assume h\{X\) E DAN and

EIh(X1,..., Xm)^ <oo.
Then, as ? —? oo ; we have

(a) F?2[ =* ím_1 W(í) on (£>, 1O, \\/q\\) if and only if I(q, c) < oo for all c> 0, where
{W(t),0 < t < 1} is a standard Wiener process and \\/q\\ is the weighted sup-norm
metric for functions in D[O, I];
(b) On an appropriate probability space for Xi,X2,..., a standard Wiener process
{W(t), 0 < t < oo} can be constructed in such a way that as ? —> oo

if and only if I(q, c) < oo for all c > 0.
Remark 3.4.1. The statement (a) of Theorem 3.4-1 stands for the following functional central limit theorem on (D, 1O, \\/q\\), where 1D is the s-field of subsets of

D = D[0, 1] generated by its finite-dimensional subsets, and \\/q\\ stands for the
weighted sup-norm metric in D = D[0, 1] with q G Q that is also càdlàg. With
—>d standing for convergence in distribution as ? —? oo, we have

for all càdlàg functions functions q G Q, and for all g : D = D[0, 1] —? M that are
(D, 1O) measurable and \\/q\\-continuous or \\/q\\-continuous except at points forming
a set of measure zero on (D, 1O), with respect to the measure generated by the process
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tm 1 W(t) on the unit interval [O, I].
Theorem 3.4.2. Let q G Q and assume H1(X1) G DAN and

E^(X1,..., X7n)^ <oo
Then, as ? —? oo , we have
„-m+l

(a) p(V ?' G l<h<...<im<[nt]
S MX^ ---,XiJ- ?) ^ *m_1 W{t) on (0,!D, \\/q\\)
TTlZ- I Tl I ?/ Tt

if and only ifl(q, c) < oo for all c > 0, where {W(t), 0 < t < 1} is a standard Wiener
process and \\/q\\ is the weighted sup-norm metric for functions in D[O, I];
(b) On an appropriate probability space for Xi, X2, . . . , a standard Wiener process
{W(t), 0 < t < oo} can be constructed in such a way that
I n m+1
0<t<l

V JW

^^

(^)

l<h<...<im<[nt}

W(nt)

L J

v

if and only if I(q, c) < oo for all c > 0.
We note in passing that the weak convergence in statement (a) of the preceding
theorem is defined, mutatis mutandis, similar to the one is defined in Remark 3.4.1.

Theorem 3.4.3. Let {W(t),0 < t < oo} be a standard Wiener process,

EIh[X1,..., Xrn)^ < OO
and Ji1[X1) G DAN. If q G Q and q{t) is nondecreasing on (0, 1], then, as ? —> oo,

sup \%%\/q(t) —>d sup tm-l\W{t)\/q{t),

0<?<1

0<t<l
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if and only if I(q, c) < oo for some c > 0. Consequently as ? —? oo we have

sup |*j$|/(tloglog(i))*
^d 0<?<1
sup ^-^^!/(iloglogC^i
t
t

0«<1

Proof of Theorems 3.4.1, 3.4.2 and 3.4.3
Due to the equivalency of Theorems 3.4. land 3.4.2, we shall only give the proof of
Theorems 3.4.2 and 3.4.3. The proof of these theorems will follow by proving the
following Theorem 3.4.4.

Theorem 3.4.4. Let qEQ. If E Ih(X1 , . . .,Xm)\* < oo and Ji1[Xi) G DAN. Then,
as ? —> oo, we have

sim Xl<il<...<im<M(h{Xil,...iXim)-e)
_ [nt]g)?—1 TeMXi)1.,.,
_o m
p??™-?{?)f?
t{n)yß |M j " Plj'

oS?!1

Proof of Theorem 3.4.4

To prove Theorem 3.4.4, first observe that

0<?<?'

mnm-lí(n) ^Jn

[nt] ?™'1 ?(?)f? !/ W

< SUD ? S?,^-?^??^^,
· · · , XiJ - ?) [nt]g)nm~l S?l(n)yß
^1(XQ ]/ W
mnm-xt(n) f?
. sim ? S?^-?^?^^, -,\)- g) g) S?1 H1(Xj) ¦ ,

~o<i<V

(3.4.1)
But as ? —»¦ oo, Part (c) of Lemma 3.2.2 and some algebra imply that

SUD - ^<n<...<im<qh(x^ · · · . *J - g)
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g) ?5 kW . ,

< o<t<M
SUp ?' S??í(n)y/n
feiTO ?/" {t)x o<t<f
sup MCi
™
+1

*

^(fe(Xi, . . . ,Xm) - 0)

* S^? f1^IZgC-) = op(i)·

Therefore, according to the latter relation and (3.4.1), in order to prove Theorem
3.4.4, we need to show that

iJ21<il<...<iTn<[nt](h(Xil,...,XiJ-0)
_ [nt]n™-1
g) EËl*i(Xi)|/7m
mn™-H{rì)^i
?(?)f? ì/q{)

m^SJ
?

—

= op(l).

(3.4.2)

As £(?) is a slowly varying function at infinity, for large ? we have that í(n)y/ñ > y/ñ.
Moreover, note that
[nt]

S
£ [K1[Xn) +...+H1(Xun)) = Pj(^) f>(*)-

l<¿l<...<¿m<[ní]

L

J \

/ ?=1

Also observe that for — < t < 1, as ? —>· oo, we have
?

([nt]\
[nt] nm~l

tn

Now it is clear that in order to establish (3.4.2), it will be enough to prove the
following Proposition 3.4.1.

Proposition 3.4.1. Let q e Q. If E\h(X\, . . . ,Xm)\^ < oo, then, as ? —> oo

n"m+i "^sup I l<h<...<im<[nt]
S (h(Xh,..., XiJ -? -Ji1(XJ -...-Ji1(XiJ)Hq^)
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= Op(I).
Proof of Proposition 3.4.1

Again without loss of generality assume that ? = 0 and let d G (0, 1] , be so small such
that q(t) is already non-decreasing on (0, d), then we have

TT™+* »?sup I l<ii<...<im<[ní]
S (h(Xh,..., XiJ -Ji1(XJ -...-Ji1(XiJ)^q(I)
<n-m+ï sup I

S

+n~m+ì 8<t<\
sup I ... ^*-?.
y;
-----

(h(Xh,..., XiJ -Ji1(XJ-.

.. .,
l<îi<...<im<[nt|

hi(XiJ)\/q(t)

(h(Xh,. . .,XiJ - Ji1(XJ - . . ~hi(XiJ)\/q(t)

:= TAn, t) + T2(n,t)

(3.4.3)

To prove Proposition 3.4.1 we need to show asymptotic negligibility of both T1(Ti, t)
and T2(Ti, t) in probability. But first observe that for d G (0, 1] we have that

2i(n,t)<n-m+1 sup (ni) ^ I
n <.t^?

V

l<»i<...<¿m<[ní]

(h(Xh, ... ,X1J-I1(XJ-. . .-K1(Xin))]

t*
X

SUp —-r

< n-m+1 ^<t<i
sup [nt}^\ ... ^~*.
y

., ?
l<ii<...<Om<[ni]

n

(h(Xh, . . . ,XiJ-Hi(XJ -...-Ji1(XiJ)]

û
^<t<6 q{t)

X SUp —t— .
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Prom the latter relation and by virtue of Lemma 2.3.3, to prove T1(Ti, t) = oP(l), it
suffices to show that

n'm+1 sup [nt]T|
? ^^

£

l<¿l<...<¿m<[ní]

(h(Xh,. . .,X1n) - K1(Xi1) - ... - K1(X1n))]

= Op(I).

(3.4.4)

Also for T2(n,t) we can write

T2(n,t)<n-m+k* 5<t<l
sup | . ,. ^
------

^r .

(A(Xi1, . . . ,Xin) - K1(Xi1) - . . . - Ai(X1J) |

l<íl<...<ím<[raí|

1

? sup —--^

<n~m+1i ™sup I l<ll<...<lrre<[nij
S (H(Xt1,..., Xin) -K1(Xi1) -...-K1(XtJ)I
1
? sup —-— .

5<t<i q\t)

But since infá<t<i -L· = 0(1), to show that T2(U, t) = Op(I), we only need to show
that

n-m+1* jmp I
»»

S

l<u<...<im<[ní]

W***' · · · , *iJ " Wi) ~ · · ¦ " WJ) I

= op(l).

(3.4.5)

We first establish (3.4.4). To do so, we consider the truncation setup of (3.3.5) and
we proceed by stating and proving the following proposition 3.4.2.

Proposition 3.4.2. If E[H(X1, . . . , Xm)|s < oo, then, as ? —>· oo we have
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n-^^mxj-ï
m<K<n

S

flï(4

^) = Op(I)

(3.4.6)

£

CP^ . . . ,Xim) = Op(I).

(3.4.7)

l<i\<--<im<K

and

n-+1 max K~*

l<il<. ..<im<K

Proof of Proposition 3.4.2

To prove (3.4.6), we represent the statistic S?^? <im<K 9Ìm(Xin ¦ · ·¦> Xim) m terms
of 2m — m— 1 statistics which their kernels posses the property of complete degeneracy,
as follows.

7,

9C(XhT-- ¦> Xim)

l<h<...<lm<K
m

= l<ii<...<im<K
S (S?-1)^
S Ei9ZiXi1,..., ?^?^,..., Xijd)
d=2
í<ji<--<jd<m
m—I

+S

e

S

S?-1)""" S EiCiXi1,... ,Xtn)[X^1,..., xikid)}

c=2 l<fei<...<fcc<m d=2

l<ji <...<jd<c

¦¦= l<ii<...<tm<Ä'
S Ä-.4)
m—I

+S
S
S W^
c=2 l<l;i<..,<l;c<ffll<ii<...<im<ï

\)·

In view of the latter setup to prove (3.4.6) we need to show that

?"™+1 max /H
m<K<n

£
t—^

\<ii<...<im<K
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Vj(X41, ...,Xi11,) = Op(I)

(3.4.8)

and for, m > 3, c = 2, . . . , m — 1 and 1 < fci < . . . < fcc < m,

n-m+l max /H

£

m<íí<n

l<¿i<...<¿m<A'

V£(Xifcl, . . . ,XtJ = Op(I).

(3.4.9)

Due to similarity we shall only give the detailed proof of (3.4.8). To establish the
latter write

P (n-m+1 max JT* | l<ii<...<im<K
Y) V^(X,,, · . . ,Xim)\ > M)
m<K<n

*-^

= P(n-m+1 max ¿ fm? |

£

m<K<n *-—'

i—J

im=m

l<il<...<im-l<im

V^(Xn, . . . ,Xim)\ > M)

K

< M-'n-m+1E( max Y] Ö\
m<K<n *—*

im=m

OO

T
¦i_—'

l<i\<...<im-\<im

V^(Xh, . . . ,Xim)\)

t

< M-1H-+1£(^^|
5] V/ma(X¿1,...,X¿J|)
tm="l
l<ii<...<im_i<im
OO

/

'

\

< ^n-' S ¿»(^^(IM*.,.·.*.)! l(|i|>lt))
im=m

°°

_i

OO

J?

t

< AM-^ElHXu. ...Xm)\lui<mu+1)h E^
J=TO
OO
4

"1 „
< ??-^^??-??,···,^™)!5!.^
a
0'5<|/l|<(j + l)2)
3=m

= >lAf-^(|A(^,...^»)l*l(ur_uï<w<u+1)ï)))
< ^M-1ElZi(X1,..., Xm)|5 < oo
The last relation completes the proof of (3.4.8) and that of (3.4.6).
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To prove (3.4.7), similarly to what we had in the proof of (3.4.8), we write

l<h<...<im<K
m

= l<h<...<im<K
S { E(^r-"
S «(4
d=2
l<ji<-<jd<™
m—\

+S

^)i\

\)

c

S

E(-1)C"d S E(gl(Xh,...,Xim)\Xlkjiì...,XikJ}

c=2 l<fei<...<fcc<m d=2

l<ji<-<jd<c

¦= l<h<...<im<K
S V¿(XH,...,Xim)
m— 1

+S
S
S vz(xiki,...,xikc).
c=2 l<ki<...<kc<ml<h<...<im<K
Therefore, to establish (3.4.7) we need to show that

n~m+1 max

£

l<ii<...<im<iC

V¿(Xh, . . . ,Xim) = 0P(1)

(3.4.10)

and for, m > 3, c = 2, . . . , m — 1 and 1 < &i < . . . < kc < m,

n-+1mmaxn

]T

1<?1<...<?t?<?G

<[(\

\) = Op(l)·

(3-4.11)

To prove (3.4.10), in view of Proposition 1.8.3, we employ Lemma 1.11.1 and Propo-
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sition 1.8.2 and we arrive at

P (n-m+1
max fHl'
V
m<K<n

< M-V^^n-^C

V
^

l<il<...<im<K

J]

l<ú<...<¿m<n

K=m

V¡r(Xh,
»mV »l' . . . ,Xim)\
' im/ 1 > M);

V^(X41,..., X4J)2

l<i\<...<im<K

< M"2^+1 ¿ £7(
im=m

?]

l<¿i<...<im_i<im

V£(X4l, . . . ,Xim)Y

+ M-2n-2™+2 g K-2 ¿ Ü7( £ VC(X41, . . . ,Xim))2
K=m

im=m

l<¿i<...<ím_i<¿m

< AM-^t(Jz1)W(X *.)l(w<i))
im=m N

?=t?

'

im=Tn N

'

< M-V^(X1 xM)iw&l))ti
im=m

+ AM-'n-™+* £ K->E(h>(Xu...,Xm) l(|h^5)) ¿ 1
K=TTl

Im=TTl

< AM-^E(Hi(X1,. ..,X7n)I^jJ
+ M-2J]^WX1

Xm)l

,)

< M-2EIh(X1,..., Xm)\í<oo.
Due to similarity, to establish (3.4.11) we shall only state the proof for U1 = I,.. . ,kc =
c, where c = 2, . . . , m — 1 and m > 3. Once again an application of Lemma 1.11.1
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and Proposition 1.8.2 for M > 0 yield

P ^~m+1^^K^\
m<K<n

S

l<h<...<im<K

VZ(Xh,...,Xic)\>M)
??

< P(n-m+1
max K~UIm-C-U'.^
K ) I V .^.
V VfOQ1,
V
m<K<n
îmV n ... ,X)I
cJ] > M)'
im=mii<..<ic

^ ^""„^n^/^VlZ S V»(Xh,...,Xic)\>M)
lm-C-1/

Jm=Wl ¿i<...<ic
îm=TOli<...<îc

K

= ?(^^??_??S S ?£?,...,??|>?)
im=mii<...<ic

< M-2T1-^n-1U ¿ £( S Vf(X,,...,XJ)2
Jm=TO

¿1<...<¿c

+ M-V-- ¿ (ì - ^L1)Jf ¿ B( ^ W ^))'
< ^-t(^,..,4)U)
K=m

ìjn=m

%\<...<ic

+ ^¿r'ff)i«ï,.,4|ij
K=m

im=m x

'

Ji=TO

¿m=m

< AM-2n-^E{h\Xlì...ìXm)l{mni))
< AM-2E]H(X1,..., Xm)\ f <oo.
The last relation completes the proof of (3.4.11) and that of Proposition 3.4.2.
By virtue of our notion of T\(n,t) and T2(n,t), so far, we have showed that
Ti(n,t) = Op(I). To complete the proof of Theorem 3.4.4, we need to show that
T2(Ti, t) = Op(I). But to show the latter, we only need to establish (3.4.5). To do so,
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first consider the truncation setup of (3.3.13). Now we need to prove the following
Proposition 3.4.3.

Proposition 3.4.3. If E\h(Xi, . . . ,Xm\s < oo, then, as ? —? oo we have

n~m+h 925

m<K<n

S
*—'

l<h<...<im<K

9^(Xi1,... M = op(l)

(3.4.12)

and

n~m+ì ™j^

m<K<n

S
*—·

\<i1<...<im<K

9Z(XiV-M = Op(I)

(3.4.13)

Proof of Proposition 3.4.3

To prove (3.4.12) we observe that

S

i<h<...<im<K

^(Xi1,... M
m

= l<i\<...<im<K
S {D-1)"1"'1
S E(gZ(Xh,...,XiJ\Xih,...,XlJd)
d=2
l<ji<—<Jd<m
m— 1

+S

c

S

D-1)4"1 S ^^a,...,^)?^?,.·.,^)}

c=2 l<fci<...<fcc<m d=2

== l<h<...<im<K
S C(4

l<ji<---<id<c

^)

m— 1

+S
S
S C(\
c=2 l<fci<...<fcc<m l<ii<„.<im<Ä'

\)·

Therefore, (3.4.12) will follow if we show

n~m+i 925

m<K<n

S

*—*
l<i1<...<iTn<K

TO11-^U = Mi)
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(3.4.14)

and for, m > 3, c = 2, . . . , m — 1 and 1 < fci < . . . < kc < m,

1 max

n-m+^

tt?<
M <rì
m<K<n

S
?

'

V^(Xiki,...,Xikc) = oP(l).
?

l<h<...<im<K

(3.4.15)

Again due to similarity we shall only give the proof of (3.4.14). Due to martingale

property of Ekí^...^« V0?(xhi ¦ · · > xim), cr· Proposition 1.8.3, an application of
Lemma 1.11.2, for e > 0 yields,

P (n-m+1ï max |

]T

m<K<n

*—'

l<u<...<im<ft"

TOi,-.^)|>i)

< c-i„-»H-Ì£(| l<¿l<...<im<ra
J] V^(X41,..., XOl)

< ^^(^(^,...,Xjlh^a)
< Ae-1E(IM^i,- ..,^)lSl|fc|>Bf)- O, as - oo.
Now the proof of (3.4.14) is complete.
To establish (3.4.13) we write

S

l<ii<-..<im<Ä"

^(Xi1,..., XiJ
m

l<¿i<...<im<fc
m— 1

+S

d=2
e

S

S?-1)^

c=2 l<fci<. ..<fcc<m d=2

S

l<Ji<...<j<í<m

l<h<...<im<K

S

l<ji<-<jd<c

V*(Xh,...,Xim)
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fîMi--^)i\

\)?

m—1

+S
S
S v»(xlki,...,xikc).
c=2 l<fci<...<fcc<ml<¿i<...<¿m<-fíT
Thus, the proof of (3.4.13) will follow if we show that the following (3.4.16) and
(3.4.17) are true.

n~m+ì ™g*

m<K<n

S
i—"

\<i\<...<im<i<

V*(Xh,...,Xim) = oP(l)

(3.4.16)

and for, m > 3, C = 2, . . . , m — 1 and 1 < ^1 < . . . < kc < m,

n'm+ì *m

S

m<K<n

-^-'

C(\,-.\) = of(1).
x

1<??<...<?t?<?G

(3.4.17)

To establish (3.4.16) again using the maximal inequality of Lemma 1.11.2 followed
by an application of Proposition 1.8.1 for e > 0 we arrive at

P (|n—+* max
'

m<K<n

J^
*—»

l<ii<...<im<Ä"

V^(X11, ... ,Xim)\ > e)

< e-2n-2m+1£( l<¿i<...<zm<n
J] C(X¿1,...,Xim))2
1<¿i<

< AT2J1-SB(Ia(X1, . . . ,Xm)\ì) + E(\h(Xlt . . .,Xm)\him>nì)
—> 0, as ? —> s?.

The proof of (3.4.16) is now complete. Due to similarity of the two, we only give
the proof of (3.4.17) for k\ = 1, . . . , kc = c. Once again we make use of martingale
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property and apply Proposition 1.8.1 to our statistic and for e > 0 we write

P (\n-m+1* max

m<K<n

J]
*—»

l<h<...<im<K

V»(Xh, . . . ,Xic)\ > e)

< e-2n-2m+1£( l<ii<...<im<n
S V*(Xh,...,Xic)\)2

< e->An-™(mn_ c)2QEp(X1,...,Xm)l(|fc|sf,)
< S-2An-^Ep(X1,. ..,Xm)l{mJ))

< 6'2An^+2EQh(X1, ..., Xm)\hm>n)) + U-1^E(Ih(X1, ..., Xm)\i)
—? 0, as, ? —>¦ oo,

And this completes the proof of (3.4.17) and those of (3.4.6) and Proposition 3.4.3.
Now the Theorem 3.4.4 is complete. G

3.5

Examples

Due to the nonexistence of the second moment of the kernel of the underlying Ustatistic in the following example, the weak convergence result of Theorem 1.9.2
fails to apply. However, using Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.4.1, one can still derive weak
convergence results for the underlying {/-statistic.
Examples. Let X1, X2, . . . , be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with the density
function

{\x — a\~3, \x — a\I-> 1, a F 0,
0,

elsewhere.

Consider the parameter ? = Em(X1) = am, where m > 1 is a positive integer,

and the kernel K(X1, . . . , Xm) = ????-^?· Then with m,n satisfying ? > m, the
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corresponding U-statistic is
Un =

?
m

S

?*,

l<ú<...<im<ri j=l

Simple calculation shows that hi(Xi) = Xi a'm— 1

- a"

It is easy to check that E(Jh(Xi, ... ,Xm)\3\og\h(Xi, ... ,Xm)\) < oo and that
hi(Xi) e DAN. In order to apply Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.4.1, define
0<i <

0,

U[nt]

m
?

-i

Km) S?<?<,,.^g[TU](FIjIi xij - O t? < <
m(YTi=i(Xi am~l - am)2)ï

n ~

and

0<i <

0,
\Sfnor —

m
?

? -m+l

2^1<¿i<...<¿m<[nt] UIj=I ^i,' a )
™(SG=?(^a™-1 ~ ^fY2

m

<? < 1.

?

Then, based on (a) of Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.4.1, when q = 1, as ? —>· oo, we have

Uffi=>W(t) onp[0,l],p)
and

*M =? tm-' W(t) on(D[0,l],p),
where ? is the sup-norm metric for functions in D[0, 1] and {W(t), 0 < t < 1} is a
standard Wiener process.
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Chapter 4
Studentized [/-statistics and

Studentized [/-type statistics

84

4.1

Introduction

In Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.4.1 of the preceding chapter, we introduced the pseudo

self-normalizing sequence Vn = y S™=1 h\{Xi) and derived weighted weak approximations results for both [/-statistics and [/-type statistics. We also showed, in
case of possibly infinite variance of the projection hi, Vn remains the right substi-

tute for n1/2 yVarhi[Xi) in the sense that incorporating Vn leads to a Wiener limit
in distribution. Along these lines, we used the asymptotic equivalency of Vn and

Bn = ???2?{?) in view of Lemma 2.2.2, to establish the proofs (cf. Theorems 3.3.2
and 3.4.2). However, when it comes to requiring the distribution of the original observations Xi, X2, ... , Vn offers no more help than Bn. In other words, computing both
of them requires that we know the distribution function F of X^s. But we should
highlight the importance of Vn in the sense that it constitutes a significant first step
toward Studentizing {/-statistics and [/-type statistics. In fact, as we shall see, estimating Vn in order to have a completely data based computable statistic, leads to
having studentized [/-statistics and [/-type statistics which are the subject of this
chapter. An immediate application of this Studentization is establishing asymptotic

confidence intervals for the parameter of interest ? = 9[F) = Ep[H[Xi, ... , Xm)),
m < ?, in a nonparametric manner.

4.2

Statement of the results

For i = 1, . . . , ?, let Un_i be the jackknifed version of Un based on Xi, ... , Xi-i, X%+i,
. . . , Xn, defined as follows.

Un-1 = Jh=K
Z^ hiXh > · · ¦ » ^Jm)\ m J l<ji<...<jm<n
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Also define the Studentized [/-statistic process, ?? and the Studentized [/-type process, F?, respectively as follows.
"?-

?,

u[nt\ = \

0<¿<— ,

[nt] (U[nt] - T)

O,

™<t<1

0<?<— ,

*S = <¡ "^S?^^?^
^)-O)
"<*<"
Vin -I) EIL1(^-I -Un)2
' ?- - ·
Remark 4.2.1. Unlike the U -processes and U-type processes in Theorems 3.3.1 and

3.4-1, apart from the unknown parameter of interest T, Utf] and F?^? are completely
computable, based on the observations Xi, . . . ,XnUnder a slightly stronger moment condition, which is the price we pay for the

normalization involved in UfJ^, the Studentized companions of Theorems 3.3.1 and
3.3.2 read as follows.

Theorem 4.2.1. Let q G Q. If

(a) E\h(Xi, . . . ,Xm)\ i < 00 and H1(X1) E DAN,
then, as ? —> oo, we have

(b) U^ =>- W(t) on (D,D,\\/q\\) if and only if I(q,c) < 00 for all c > O, where
{W(t),0 < t < 1} is a standard Wiener process and \\/q\\ is the weighted sup-norm
metric for functions in D[O, I];
(c) On an appropriate probability space for ??, X2, . . ., we can construct a standard
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Wiener process {W(t),0 < t < 00} such that
sup

rrstu

0<?<1

W(nt)
1

?2

/?(*) = Op(I),

if and only if I(q, c) < 00.
Similarly, the Studentized [/-type companions of Theorems 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, read
as follows.

Theorem 4.2.2. Let qeQ. If

(a) EIh(X1, . . . ,Xm)|i < 00 and Ki(X1) G DAN,
then, as ? —> oo; we have

(b) f^» =? f""1 VP(i) on (D, 1), \\/q\\) if and only if I(q, c) < 00 for all c> O, w/iere
{W(i),0 < ? < 1} is a standard Wiener process and \\¡q\\ is the weighted sup-norm
metric for functions in D[O, I];
(c) On an appropriate probability space for X\, X^, . . ., we can construct a standard
Wiener process {W(t),0 < t < 00} such that
sup

\&stu

0<?<1

G) W(nt) Mt) = op(l),
[nt] ?
TO— 1

?2

if and only if I(q, c) < 00.
Also the following Theorems 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 are respectively Studentized versions
of Theorems 3.3.3 and 3.4.3.

Theorem 4.2.3. Let {W(t),0 <t< 00} be a standard Wiener process,

E\h(X\, . . . ,Xm)\z < ex) and hx(X\) G DAN. IfqEQ and q(t) is nondecreasing on
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(0, 1], then as ? —? oo,

sup \U$\/q{t) —¿ sup \W(t)\/q(t)

0<?<1

0<?<1

if and only if I(q, c) < oo for some c > 0. Consequently as ? —* oo we have

sup |C/$|/(tloglog(i))3
—d 0<?<1
sup |W(t)|/(tloglog(y))ï.
?
t

0<?<1

Theorem 4.2.4. Leí {W(í),0 < í < oo} be a standard Wiener process,

E^[X1,..., Xm)\*< oo
and hi(Xi) G DAN. If q G Q and q(t) is nondecreasing on (0, 1], then as ? —»¦ oo;

sup |F$|/«(?) —„ sup tm-l\W{t)\/q{t),

0<t<l

0<?<1

¿/ and only if I(q, c) < oo /or some c > 0. Consequently, as ? —>¦ oo, we /iane

sup |*g|/(tlogbg(±))* —?„ sup r-^^l/^loglogl^i

?<?<?

e

o<t<i

t

In view of Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.4.1 and on account of the conclusion of Raikov's

theorem in this context, i.e. (3.2.2), in order to prove Theorems 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3
and 4.2.4, it suffices to prove the following result.

Theorem 4.2.5. If E\h(Xi, . . . ,Xm)\^ < o° and hi(Xi) G DAN, then, as ? —> oo,

^t(UL1-Un? -J^tM(X1) = Op(I)88

Consequently, the latter approximation combined with (3.2.2), the conclusion of
Raikov's theorem, yields a Raikov type result for the distribution free jackkifed version

of [/-statistics which is of interest on its own (cf. Remark 4.2.1 of this chapter), and
it reads as follows.

Corollary 4.2.1. If E\h(Xi, . . . ,Xm)|s < oo and Ji1(X1) e DAN, then, as ? —> oo,
p?2 Z2(n) ^-'

Combining now Corollary 4.2.1 with Theorems 3.3.1, 3.4.1, 3.3.3 and 3.4.3 we
arrive respectively at Theorems 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 of this paper.

Remark 4.2.1. When Eh2 (Xi1 . . . , Xm) < oo, which in turn implies that EhI(X1) <
oo, then £2(n) = EhI(X1) > 0 and, o,s ? —> oo, Corollary J^.2,.1 implies that

^ E(^-I - Un? ^p EhI(X1).
m

1=1

The latter version of Corollary J^.2.1 coincides with one of the results obtained by

Arvesen [2] who extended the idea of the so-called (by Tukey) pseudo- values to Ustatistics and studied the asymptotic distribution of nondegenerate U-statistics via
jackknifing.

Remark 4.2.2. When m = 1, the projection hi(Xi) will coincide with h(Xi) — 9, and
Theorems 4-2.1 and 4-2.2, correspond to Corollary 5 of CsSzW (2008 [16]) on taking
the weight function q = 1 for the therein studied Studentized process TH}t(X — µ), i.e.,

when m = 1, the studentized U-process Uf^ coincides with Tn¡t(X — µ). Hence in this
exposition we shall state our proofs for m>2. Also, when m = 2, the two conditions

in (a) of Theorem 4-2.2 as well as the idea of its proof by truncation, coincide with the
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corresponding ones of Theorem 2 of CsSzW (2008 [17]) on weighted approximations
for Studentized U-type processes.

4.3

Proof of Theorem 4.2.5

To prove Theorem 4.2.5, it suffices to show that as ? —> oo,

(n-1) D^-i
-^)2" Vn S??™
¿=1
i=l

= oP(l).

(4.3.1)

Before giving the proof of (4.3.1) we do some simplifications as follows.

(n-1) TLiM-i-UnY
(

)

1

= (?-1)S (n-l\
^n — (n-l\
/j
",[Xi, Xj1 . . . , Xjn-1 ) — Un
Vm/
Vm/ l<ji<...<jm-i<n
¿=i

;'l,-jm-l/i

T 2

= (n-l)^

m

,

? — m

¿i=l

1

( /?-1?

Z-/

h(Xh,Xi2,. ..,Xi1n) - Un)

Z^

h(Xii ) -^i2 ) · · · J ^¿m) _ ^i

Vm-I/ Kio<...<¿_,<n
l<¿2<...<¿m<n

m2(n — 1) ^> /n-l\
(n
— m)2' ¿i=l
^-^ Vm-I/
v

l<¿2<...<im<n

(4.3.2)

*2, — iim^îl

m2(ro — 1) ^^

(n
— m)2
¿-^
x
' ii = l

(n-l\
Vm-I/

/j

!<¿9<...<¿m<n
l<¿2<...<¿m<n

"(Aj1, Aj2, ... ,Aj1

¿2, — .»m#íl
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_|

m2n(n
— 1)L JJ¿~
i
(?-m)2 n

- 2

m2(n — 1)

1

n

(n-m)2 Un
"n (n-l\
(n-\) Z^
¿-<

m2(n — 1) ^
(n — m)2 ¿-^

(n-l\
Vm-I/

¿_j

l<Ì2<-.-<im<n

»2

/y
A^

^[Xi1TXi2, ... , Xim)

¿m^il

m2n(n - 1) 2

^(-^11) ^¿2)·· -l-^lm)

(?-m)2

l<i2<...<

n

¿2, — >*m^*l

(4.3.3)
Remark 4.3.1. In view of (4-3.2) in what will follow without loss of generality we
may and shall assume that 9 = 0.

By virtue of (4.3.3) to prove (4.3.1) it will be enough to prove the following two
propositions.
5

Proposition 4.3.1. If E\h(X\, . . . ,Xm)\3 < oo, then, as ? —> oo,

U¿ —? 0 a.s.
Proof of Proposition 4.3.1
The proof this theorem follows from the SLLN for [/-statistics, i.e. Lemma 1.10.1
5

"*

Proposition 4.3.2. If E\h(Xi, . . . ,Xm)\3 < oo and /^ (Xi) E DAN, then, as ?
oo,
? 2

(n-1) £

(n
— m)2
¿-^
v
' ii = l

1

7„

/n-l\
Vm-I/ l<Ì2<...<im<n

"

h{XilìXi2ì...,Xim)
?=1

?.2,---,???f?

= Op(I).
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Proof of Proposition 4.3.2
As before, let an ~ bn stand for the asymptotic equivalency of the numerical sequences

(an)n and (&„)„, i.e., as ? —? oo, -^- -> 1.
To prove Proposition 4.3.2 observe that

S
(?
— m)2
^-'
x
' ¿i=l

/n-l\

7 y

"•(,-?-ii) ^¿2) · · · ) -^- ¿?

Vm-I/
ï-1/ 1<¿2<·
l<¿2<-<
..<¿m<n
¿2v,¿m^¿l

_ (?v (?-i)
y
— m)2y ¿i=l
^-'

[?-i; ¡-m+1

7,

^{?^,?^,.. . ,Xim)

1<?2F--f?p?<?
?2,---,?p?F?
T 2

N

-2m+l

S

¿1=1

= ínl-2m+1

/„

^(^¿l)^¿2)-")-^Ím)

1<¿2^· ..f?t?<?

5]

?-<?\F—f?t?<?

A2CX41,..., X¿J

m—1

+ [n]-2m+1 J]

S

j=2 1<??f...f?2t?-}<?

h(Xil,...,Xi],XiJ+1,...,Xim)
x h(Xh ,...,XÍ3, Xim+1 , . . . , X¿2m_.,- )

+N m

2-*,

l<»l#...^¿2m-l<n

^(7Ci1)Xj2,. ..,Xi7n) Zi(Xj15Xi7n+1,..., Xj2n^1).

The first term and the second one, which obviously does not appear when m = 2,

in the latter equality will be seen to be negligible in probability (cf. Propositions
4.3.3 and 4.3.4), thus the third term becomes the main term that will play the main
role in establishing Proposition 4.3.2.
To complete the proof of Proposition 4.3.2 we shall state and prove the next three
results, namely Propositions 4.3.3, 4.3.4 and Theorem 4.3.1.
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Proposition 4.3.3. If E\h(Xi, . . . , Xm)|s < oo, then, as ? —? oo,

l<î17é...^im<n

Proof of Proposition 4.3.3
Prom the fact that for m > 2,

2m

5

2ra — 1

< -, it follows that
3

t?

2m

E 1^(X1, ...,Xm)\ 2^1 = £ \h(Xu . . . , Xm)\^ < oo.
By this the proof of Proposition 4.3.3 follows from Lemma 1.10.2.

Proposition 4.3.4. For m > 3, If E\h(Xi, . . . , Xm)|s < oo, then, as ? —> oo,
m— 1

?-2"*1 S

S

j=2 l<îl^---^Î2m-j<n

?(4

Mi+I

^)

? h(Xh,- ¦ -,X^, Xin+1,- ¦ ¦ ,Xi2m-j) = °p(1)Proof of Proposition 4.3.4
In order to prove Proposition 4.3.4 it suffices to show that as ? —> oo, for j
2, ... ,m — 1, we have

\n\'2m+l

7 _,

U-(Xi1 , . . . , Xi;¡ , Xij+1 , · · · , Xi,

1<?1f...f?2t?-?<?

? /i(Xin . . . , Xi,, Xin+1, · · · , Xi2n-,) = Op(I).
Since the proof of the latter relation can be done by modifying, mutatis mutandis,
that of the next theorem, i.e., Theorem 4.3.1, hence the detailed proof is presented
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in Appendix of this chapter.

Theorem 4.3.1. If E\h(Xu . . .,Xm)\* < oo and K1(X1) G DAN, then, as ? -? oo,

I [n]-2m+1
1

J]

l<¿l^-/»2m-l<n

h(Xll,Xi2,...,Xim)h(Xh,Xim+1,..., X^1)

"

- ?; ??(?? I = Op(I).
?

¿=1

Proof of Theorem 4.3.1

Before stating the proof of Theorem 4.3.1 we note that the concept of complete
degeneracy defined in Section 1.6 will play the key role in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1.
Here we make use of the property of complete degeneracy of functions (summands)
even though, here they will not be symmetric.

For further use in this proof, we consider the following setup:
hi...m '·= Jl(X1, ... ,X7n),

hl-m'- hl~n \\h\ < n*?)'
"?2...2t?-1 :— "I2...m "lm+1...2m-l'

h<T\x):= E{htL\Xi = x),

^L
:= ÄVm)l<n*),J' = 1'"",'m~1'
Z7(O) ._ h(m) 1
%...m— ftl...m 1(|/l(m)| <l0g(n))'
T1W

._ I7(H -?

, ?

%...m - %...m 1^)(Z)I < nl/2 ¿(n))'
where, again, Ia denotes the indicator function of the set A and £(.) is a slowly
varying function at infinity associated to H1(X1).
In view of the above set up, observe that as ? —? oo

-*(

/ j

hixi2...im "¿1im+1...i2m_1 ^

l<¿l/...^¿2m-l<n

/,
l<il?*...#i2m-l<Tl
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"¿l...î2m-l/

< nm P ( |Ä!...m| > ?? )
-

Ll 1-m*

(|/ll...m|>n^) J

Hence the asymptotic equivalency of ?,?<??f...f?2t?_?<? hhi2-im ^1¿m+1...¿2m_1 and its
truncated version i.e., S?^,?...^.^» K-i2m-i in probability.
Having the asymptotic equivalency of the original statistic and its truncated
version, to prove Theorem 4.3.1, we shall proceed by working with the truncated
version. Noting that due to lack of symmetry, the statistic of our interest, i.e.,
y\^„·
v. -ii
<?„ httl...*2m-l'
,·„ ,, is not a [/-statistic,' once again
here,' we extend the idea
¿—'I<ll5t...5=î2m-l<n
°

of Hoeffding procedure to represent [/-statistics in terms of complete degenerate ones
(cf. Section 1.7.1), in our context. This extension shall be done by creating complete
degenerate statistics by adding and subtracting required terms. Then by employing
proper new truncations and applying Lemma 1.8.1 we conclude the asymptotic neg-

ligibility of all of these complete degenerate statistics in probability (cf. Propositions
4.3.1, 4.3.2 and 4.3.3) except for the last group of them which are of the form of
sums of i.i.d. random variables (cf. Remark 4.3.1 of this chapter). Among those the
latter mentioned just one (cf. part (b) of Proposition 4.3.4) will asymptotically in
1 n

probability coincide with —n 2_\h\{Xi)
and that will complete the proof of Theorem
¿=i
4.3.1.

Now as it was already mentioned, by adding and subtracting required terms we
write

V

h* ¦

1<??F-f?2t?-?<?
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2m- 1

= S

\<?f...f?2t?-\<?

{S (-i)2m-l-d S JW,..**»-* - EK...i2mj\ Xin,- -Xij
d=\

l<ji<...<jd<2m-l

2m-2

+S

S

B-1)^ EEK...i^-EK..,2mj\Xikn,---XikJd)

c=l l<fci<...<fcc<2m-l d=l

l<ji<...<Jd<c

+ ^ CC.wJ}
2m-2

:=

S

l<H^...^Î2m-l<"

+

S

F(¿i,...,¿2m-l) + S

S

S ^(**?>· ¦·>**«)

c=1 l<fcl<...<fcc<2m-l l<¿l^---^Í2m-l<™

^(^...^-J·

Proposition 4.3.1. If E |/ii...m|3 < oo, then, as ? —> oo,

y^

[nl-2m+l

V(¿i,...,¿2m-l) = Op(I).

l<ì1?É...^Ì2m_i<n

Proof of Proposition 4.3.1
¦¦*»

Since V(ii, . . . ,¿2m-i) posses the property of degeneracy we can apply Lemma 1.8.1
for the associated statistics and write, for e > 0,

P (\[n]-2m+1 \<1\f...f?2p?-1<?
S V(ii,...,i2m-i)\>e)
< e"2 E [ [n]-2m+1 1<??f...f?2t?-1<?
S V(ii,...,i2m„i)}2
< e"2 [n]-2m+1 E [ V(I, . . . , 2m - 1) ]2

< A e'2 [?]~2^ ?2-1 ?"2™+1 E [ h™m hS+i...2m-i ]
< A e"2 ¡n}-2m+1 n2m-1 n~2m+1 n2? E I fc12...m |f
0, as ? —> oo.
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2

The estimation for m > 3 that occurs in our next proposition does not appear,
and hence not needed, when m = 2.
5

Proposition 4.3.2. For m > 3, if E \ h\2...m |5 < oo, then, as ? —> oo
\n}-2m+1

Y^

1<?\f...f?2p?-\<?

V(ikl,...,ikc) = op(l),

where c = 3, . . . , 2m — 2 and 1 < k\ < . . . < kc < 2m — 1.
Proof of Proposition 4.3.2

Based on the way ikl,. . . , ikc are distributed between h¡™'2 im and h™im+1...i2m-i m two
different cases when k\ — 1 and k\ f 1, the proof is stated as follows.
Case ki = \

Let s and t be respectively the number of elements of the sets

{¿fci, · · · , kc) ? {h, Í2, ¦¦¦ , im} and {ikl , . . . , ikc} ? {¿?, Ím+1, ¦ ¦ ¦ , ¿2m-l}·
It is clear that in this case, i.e., kx = 1, we have that s, t > 1 and s + t = c+1. Now
define

VT(ikl,...,zkc) = S(-?G? S ^C^ -EK...i2mJ I ^1,- ...Xi^),
<¿=1

l<ji<-<jd<c

(4.3.4)

^'(¿fcl,...,^c) = ¿(-ird ^ E(HC^1-EwZ^1) \xikji,...,xlkjd),
d=l

l<ji<-<jd<c

(4.3.5)

whpT.„
/,(s) ..¿m "¿!¿„+!...¿2™-!
/,M
and
u*T'
_ ?(»)
WIlCiC h*T
/t¿1...^1n-1 _
— '1I1I2.
dllU "¿l-.^m-l
nÍ\Í2-Ím /,(*)
"'him+l-^m-l-
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Now observe that as, ? —> oo,

p( 1<1\f—f?2p?-\<?
S v(ikl,...,ikc) ¿ 1<?\f...f?2t?-1<?
? vT'(ikl,...,ikc))
<P(

S

1<?\f...f?2t?-\<?

V(ikl,...,ikc) f

S

?<?\F—f?2p?-\<?

VT{ik^...ìikc))

+ ?( 1<??f...f?2p?-1<?
? Frfe, ...^j f 1<1\f...f?2t?-1<?
S vT'(ikl,...,ikc))
< nsP( IMÍ.J > ?* ) + ?* P ( |?^?...2™-?? > ^ )

< E [ |Äia...m|! l(W>n¥) ] + E [ |?1??.?...2™-?|* l(|h|>n¥) ] — 0.
The latter relation suggests that Ek;^...^.!^ ^(^1, · · · , 40) and

EkJ1/...^¿2m_i<n ^T'fe> · · · >*¡Ü are asymptotically equivalent in probability.
Since FT (ijtj, . . . ,ikc) is complete degenerate, Markov's inequality followed by an
application of Lemma 1.8.1 yields,

P (|[n]-2m+1 1<??f...f?2p?-1<?
S VT'(ikl,...,ikc)\ >e)

< e-*E([n}-^

S

1<??f...f?2t?-1<?

VT'(ikl,...,ikc))2

< Ae-2 [? - (2m - 1 - c)]"c E ( h[s¿.,m /»S,+1...am-i )'
< Ae"2 [n - (2m - 1 - c)]"c nc n~c n~^ E | /ii2...m Is
—>¦ 0, as ? —> oo.

The latter relation is true since when e > 3, we have —c H

—— < 0.

Case hi f 1
Similarly to the previous case let s and t be respectively the number of elements of the
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sets {ikl,...,ikc} ? {¿i,¿2,...,¿m} and {ikl, . . . ,ikc} D {ii,im+u . . . ,i2m-i}. Clearly
here we have s, t > O and s + 1 = c. It is obvious that in this case s, t can be zero

but not simultaneously. More specifically, either (s = c, t = 0) or (s = 0, t = c) can
happen and due to their similarity we shall only treat (s = c, t = 0).

Let VT(ikl, . . . , ikc) and VT (ikl, . . . , ikc) be of the forms respectively (4.3.4) and
(4.3.5), where
hf
.
= h{s)
¦ h[m)
U---l2m-l
Îlî2---îm
Îlîm+l---î2m-l
and

h*T .

= h{s) ¦ hV.

Observe that as ? —> oo,

1<??f...f?2t?-?<?

< <

\<?\f...f??p?-\<?

ns P ( |/»S.ml > ?" ) + n* ^ ( lMÄ-i...2m-il > ^ ), M> 0, s+t=c
™c i>( I^SLl > ?t ) + P ( |/e+i...2™-il > log(n) ), s=c,t=0

E ( \h12...m\l l(|ft|>nV) ) + # ( l^m+1...2m-l|3 1(,,,^f) ), s,t > 0, s+t=

<

E [ 1/112...Ji 1(,M^) I + P ( tò+1...2m-ll > M") ), S=C,t=0
—>0.

Applying Markov's inequality followed by an application of Lemma 1.8.1 once
again yields,

P(IN-2-+1 1<1?f...f?2t?-?<?
S
VT'(ikl,...,ikc)\>e)
< Ae-2 [? - (2m - 1 - c)]"c nc n~c E ( h[tm /41+i...2m-i f
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Ae~2 [? - (2m - 1 - c)]~c n° n~c nw E\hi2...m\3,

s,t> O, s+t=c

Ae~2 [n — (2m — 1 — c)]~c rf n~c n^ loge(n) E\hi2...m\^, s=c,t=0
—>· 0, as ? —> oo .

This completes the proof of Proposition 4.3.2.

5

""

Proposition 4.3.3. If E |^i2...m|5 < oo and hi(Xi) G DAN, then, as ? —> oo,

[n]-2m+1

S

V(ikl,ik2) = oP(l),

1<?\f...f?2p?-1<?

where, 1 < k± < k2 < 2m — 1.
Proof of Proposition 4.3.3
As it was the case in the proof of the last proposition, we shall state the proof for
two cases k\ = 1 and k\ f 1 separately.
Case ki = 1

Again let s and t be respectively the number of elements of the sets {ikl,ik2} 1^
{¿i,¿2, . . . ,im} and {¿jtj,^} ? {¿i,¿m+i, · . . , ¿2m-i}· It is clear that in this case we
either have (s = 2, t = 1) or (s = 1,£ = 2) which due to their similarity only
(s = 2, ? = 1) will be treated as follows.
Define

'«¦id ;'
d=l

l<j'i<...<jd<2

vT\ik^k2) = ¿(-i)2-d S mí^ - E(HC9nJ ? *fcJi,...,*fcj,
d=l

l<ji<...<j<¡<2
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whPT-p h*T

- h{2)

h{m)

and h*T'

- h{2)

h{e)

Having the above setup, as ? —? oo, we have

p (

S

1<¿1^... /¡2ra-l <n

?^?F l<¿l#...5¿¿2m-l<n
S ^T'fe.^2))

< p( l<U7^---^2m-l<ra
? v(ikl,ik2)¿ l<¿l#-^¿2m-l<n
? ^rfe>^))
+ p( 1<??f...f?2t?-1<?
? ^fai.ífa)^ l<îl^—7^2m-l<«
S ^T'fe.%))
< ^2 ¿>( l4?.J > "6/5 ) + ? P( Ih^(X1)] > n1'2 i{n) )

< E ( |/*12...m|§ l(|fc|>Be/B) )+nP( \h^\Xi)\ > n1'2 l{n) )
:=

I1(U)+ h{n).

It can be easily seen that as ? tends to infinity I1(Ti) —? 0.
To deal with /2(71) we write

? P ( 1^(Xi)I > ?1/2 ¿(?) )
« / ,r /?, µ

<^( M^i)I >

?1'2 ¿(?) ,

~)

+ ??(\ E(H1n+1^2n-! \^>??) \??)\>

< ? P ( IZi1(X1)I > 2*^ )
+ 2 ?1/2 i-1(?) E ( | ^m+i.^m-i | \?>??) )

<??( IA1(X1)I > ^~ )
+ 2 ?1/2 ?""r ¿^(?) £| /ilm+i...2m-i I5
->¦ 0, as ? —» oo.
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2"^)

The latter relation is true since hi(X\) G DAN and m > 2, and it means that

h(n) = o(l). Hence the asymptotic equivalency of Yj^ì^^^^^V[Ik1^k2) and

Sk^...^.,^^'^.*^) in probability.
Before applying Proposition 1.8.1 for [n]_2m+1 S???^,f^-?^? ^('fcu***)» since
we know that k\ = 1 and s = 2, due to symmetry of /^1I2...¿m , without loss of generality
we assume that k2 = 2.

Now for e > 0, Markov's inequality and Lemma 1.8.1 lead to

P(|[n]"2™+1

S

VT\ilìi2)\>e)

1<?1f...f?2??-\<?

< Ae~2[n - (2m - S)]-2/^^!^^...^ - ?^..,??^?+1^??_1)\?1,?2))2
+A e"2 [? - (2m - 3)]"2 E (ß(/41nÄfi...2m-i - £(/41„??...2™-?)?*?))2
+A e~2 [n - (2m - 3)]"2 E (£(M1j4ifi...2m-i " ^??+?,.^-?)!^))2
:= X e"2[n-(2m-3)]-2n2 J1(Ti)
+ A e~2 [n - (2m - 3)]"2 n2 J2(n)
+ A e~2 [n - (2m - 3)]-2 n2 J3 (n).
Considering that as ? —» oo, [? — (2m — 3)]~2 n2 —> 1, we will show that
Ji(n),J2(n),J3(n) = o(l).
To deal with Ji (n) write

J1(Tl) < n"2 tf( £( h^rah^l...^! I ^1>^2) f
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= ?"2 ?( E\h{S...J Xi, Xi) £2(MV.2TO-il Xi) )
= ?-2 ?( E2(h12 m\ Xl5X2) £2(^lm+l...2m-ll ^l) 1(|ft(m)(X1)|<n1/2 £(n)) )

< n-1 £2(n) £( ftg..m)2
< n-f ¿2(n) £| /ii2...m|3
—> O, as ? —> oo ,

i.e., Ji (n) = o(l). A similar argument yields, J2 (n) = o(l), hence the details are
omitted.

As for Js(n) we write

Hn) < n~2 E{E{hflmh{(l+l^m_l\X2))2

= n"2 E{ E (Eihfl^l^^Xu - - - , Xm) I X2 ) }2
= ?"2 £{ £(*$...«! X2) ^(^+1...2m_il Xi)}2
< n~i £2(n) E\ h12...m\*
—> 0, as ? —> oo.

The latter relation means that J3 (ra) = o(l). By this the proof of Proposition 4.3.3,
when fci = 1, is complete.

At this stage we state the proof of Proposition 4.3.3, when hi F 1.
Case k-?f?

Once again let s and t be respectively the number of elements of the sets (^1, ^2 } ?
{¿?, ¿2, · · · , im} and {¿fcl, ¿fcJ G? {¿1, ¿m+i, · · · , ¿2m-i}· It is obvious that in this case the
possibilities are s = t = 1 and when m > 3, (s = 2, t = 0) or (s = 0, ? = 2). We shall
treat the cases s = t = 1 and when m > 3, (s = 2, t = 0), separately as follows.
Case ki F 1: s = £ = 1
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We note that here we have k\ G {2, . . . , m} and k^ G {m + 1, . . . , 2ra — 1}.
Now define
2

vT(ikl,ik2) = Ei-1)2"' S ^(C - *.-,) I ^V · -^)'
d=l

l<ii<-<jd<2

vT'fe , *fe2) = E(-1)2_d S S(Cw1 - s(C,2m_j ? *Sx , · · · , Xikjdi
d=l

l<ji<-<Jd<2

where Wf ,·, , = /i,·,1,-, , W™ ^1 , ? and hf io , = W11], ¿ W11] , , , , . Now
observe that as ? —? oo, we have

1<?f...f?2p?-\<?

1<?f-f?2p?-?<?

< P( \<?\f...f??p?-\<??
S V{ikl,ik2) f \<?\f...f?2t?-\<?
J2 VT(ik„ik2))
+ p(

S

1<??F-f?2t?-1<?

vT(ikl,ik2) f

?

1<??F-f?2t?-1<?

vT'(ikl,ik2))

< 2? P { IWÏ.J > ?^ )
< 2 ?[ |/ll2...m|3 l(\h\>n3/5) ]
—>0.

In view of the latter relation we apply Proposition 1.8.1 to the sum

N-2m+1 1<?\f...f?2p?-1<?
S vT\i^)
and we get

P([n}-^

S

\VT'(zkl,ik2)\>e)

1<1\f...f?2t?-\<?
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< A e"2 [? - (2m - 3)]"2 ?2 ?~2 EQ^^h^^)2
< A ß~2 [? - {2t? - 3)]~2 ?2 ?~2 n7/5£|/i12...J§
—>¦ O, as ? —? ?? .

This completes the proof of Proposition 4.3.3 for the Case fei^l when s = t = 1.
Case h f\: (m>3 ) s = 2,t = 0
In this case we first note that ki, k2 G {2, . . . , m}. Now define

vT(ikljk2) = ¿(-i)2"d S ^(C^-i - ^(C.^-J ? ^v · · ^>
d=l

l<ji<...<j'd<2

^'e*,^) = ¿(-1)"" S wC^ - wC^j ? ^1 . - .^).
<2=1

l<ji<-<jd<2

where C¿2m_x = C.*m A+1...^-! and ?£«*»-? = ??1.*» '•¡L-Wi" Now
observe that as ? —> ??

^ (

S

y^ik2) f

S

^r'fe'%))

< ?( 1<??f..-f?2t?-\<?
? ^(**?>? 9e 1<??F---f?2p?-1<?
S vT(ikl,ik2))
+ ?( 1<1\f.-f?2p?-1<?
? yT{^ik2) f 1<??F--f?2t?-1<?
S ^T'fe'^))
< ?2 ?( KS.J > ?6/5 ) + ?( |?&?...2™-?? > log(n) )
< #( I /ll2...m |* l(|ft|>ne/B) ) + ?( |^lm+1...2m-l| > log(w) )
—>0.

The latter relation together with degeneracy of VT'(ikl,ik2) enable us to use Lemma
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1.8.1 once again and arrive at

P( [n]-2m+1 l<hyí...jíÍ2m-l<n
S
\VT'(ikl,ik2)\>e)
< A e"2 [n - (2m - 3)]"2 n2 n~2 E(hf¿m fc<V.2m-i)2
< A e~2 [n - (2m - 3)]~2 n2 n"§ log7/6(n) E\h12...m\%
—> 0, as ? —> oo .

Now the proof of Proposition 4.3.3 is complete. D

Remark 4.3.1. Before stating our next result we note in passing that when kx = 1

then, ?-^+^?^,?...^.^«^!»*!) is of the form
?

[? - (2m - 2)]-1

£

iie{l,...,n}/{2,...,2m-l}

£(/**l2...2m-i - £(^l2...2™-i) 1^i1),

otherwise, i.e., when for example k\ = 2 it has the following form

[n _ (2m - 2)]-1

£

£(^23...2™-i " E{h\i2z...2m-i) W,

i2e{l,...,n}/{l,3,-,2m-l}

and so on /or fci G {2, . . . , 2m — 1}.

Proposition 4.3.4. If EIh1...m|s < oo and ^i (Xi) G DAN, then, as ? —> oo

W [?]"2™+1 Ei^^...^.,^ V(ifcl) = Op(I), for Ar1 G {2, . . . , 2m - 1},

(6) I [n - (2m - 2)]"1

£

¿e{l,...,n}/{2,...,2m-l}

£(/&..*»-! - £(/>*2...2m-i) I*

^k.2m-i) -^ ¿ ^2TO I = Op(I).
?

i=l
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Proof of Proposition 4.3.4

First we give the proof of part (a). Due to similarities, we state the proof only for
h = 2.
Define

VT(ii) = E(^421n-1 - E{hfMmJ\ Xi2),

VT\i.) = ^¿..,^ - E(h£i.A2mJ\ Xi2),
Where nilÌ2 „i2m_x — líilÍ2...im "'him+l-^m-l ana "¿lÌ2-i2m-l ~~ nhÍ2-Ím nilÍm+l-Í2m-l·
Again observe that as ? —+ oo,

p( 1<??f--f?2t?-1<?
S v&)¿ 1<?F--f?2p?-1<?
S yT'^))
< ?( 1<?\f...f?2t?-1<?
S ?&) * l<h¥:---TíÍ2m.-l<n
S yTfe) )
+ ?( l<il^...^i2m_i<n
S ^G(^ l<il7á---7éi2m-l<«
S ^))
< ? P(|äSL| > ^3/5) + ^(lÄL.^-i^logW)
< #( |/ll2...m|5 l(|ft|>n3/5) ) + P(|^lm+1...2m-l| > log(n))
—>0.

An application of Markov's inequality yields

P(\[n]-2m+1

S

1<??f...f?2t?-\<?

VT'(^)\>e)

< Ae-2 [? - (2m - 2)]"1 ? n~l E(h(^m hZ+i...2m-i)
< Ae~2 [n - (2m - 2)]"1 ? n~& log7/6(n) E\hl2...m\i
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—? O, as ? —> oo.

This complete the proof of part (a).
In the final stage of our proofs, to prove part (b) first define

h*(x) = E(h12...m 1^nY)I*! = x)
and write

'n -2m + 2

S

r

¿e{l,...,rz}/{2,-,2m-l}

^...a™-! - ^2...2™-l) \Xi)

" 1=1
· 1

¿e{l,...,ra}/{2,...,2m-l}

- L·1 ? — o™
2m -L
+ O2

¿=1

S

,

f-^

¿e{l,...,n}/{2,...,2m-l}

E(hi2...2m-l \Xi
?

î=1

* I;tt¿T2

v

S

¿€{l,...,n}/{2,...,2m-l}

1
? -2m + 2

S
^

' 1=1

e^-> W
.,

¿e{l,...,ii}/{2,...,2m-l}

2m- 1

*?(*>
1V y 'I + ^¿t^
? - 2m + 2 S ?;«)
î=2

2m -2
+

^ S ^)
' î=1

? -2m + 2 '

r

S

ie{l,...,n}/{2,...,2m-l}

(-^w) (2Äim)(Xi)+^(xo)
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1

2m- 1

~

? -2m + 2 ¿~>
lV ,;
t=2

_„

nn-2m
+ 2y ^
lV ;
v
¿=1

¿e{l,...,n}/{2.-,2m-l}

+ —-—
? -2m + 2

?

ie{l,...,n}/{2,...,2m-l}

1

y
¿f

2m- 1

h*\Xi)
+ —7G—^
y
M(Xi
,
v
îy
n-2m
+
2
^
ll
i€{l,...,n}/{2,...,2m-l}
î=2

2m, —
-29
n[n

7 i=l

It is easy to see that as ? —? oo, we have n_2^+2 S)?=2 ^? P^) = °p(1)· Also in view
of (3.2.2), i.e., Raikov theorem in the present context, we have
2m -2

n(n - 2m + 2) y^
¿-- h\(Xi)

= Op(I), as ? —»¦ oo.

Hence, in view of (4.3.6), in order to complete the proof of part (b), it suffices to show
that as ? —> oo,

S

? -2m + 2 ¿e{l,...,n}/{2,...,2m-l}
r

h"\Xi) = Op(I).

To prove the latter relation we first use Markov's inequality and conclude that
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P (

S

¿e{l,...,n}/{2,...,2m-l}

h* (Xi) > e (? - 2m + 2) )

< e"3 (n-2m + 2)~¿

^

¿e{l,...,n}/{2,...,2m-l}

E | ?*2(?4) |*

< e"^(n-2m + 2)^| £*(-??) |

< e"3 (n - 2m + 2)1 rH n^ E( \h12.. m\ 1{\?>??) )
< e"? (n - 2m + 2)5 n"* £( |/i12...m|^+1 l(|fc|>nap} )
—> O, as ? —? oo .

The last relation is true since for m > 2, we have that

5
6m

5

h 1 < -,
and this completes
3

the proof of part (b) and those of Proposition 4.3.4 and Theorem 4.3.1. D

4.4

Examples

Let Xi, X2, . . . , be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with the density function

fix) = ;

Ix — al-3, \x — al > 1, a^O,
0

, elsewhere.

Consider the parameter ? = E™ (J5T1) = am, where m > 1 is a positive integer,

and the kernel h(Xi,...,Xm) = JJ^L1Xi- Then with p?,? satisfying ? > m, the
corresponding U-statistic is
?

7

l<ii<...<im<n j=l
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Simple calculation shows that hi(Xi) = X\ am—l

„m

It is easy to check that E\h(Xi, . . . ,Xm)|3 < oo and that Ki(Xi) € DAN (cf. Gut,
[25]).
For the pseudo-selfnormalized processes
m

o,
tt??t

?

= <

M ((T)" S?<«?<...<<?<[??]?G=?*, - am)

m

rniYJUAXiO·™-1 - «2)è

<? < 1

?

and

0,
\T/nor

ri -m+l

0<? < —
,
?

^l<ti<...<im<[nt](IÎj=l^j ~ a?") ^<?<:1

Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.4.1, with q(t) = 1, conclude that

U^^W(t) on(D[0,l},p)
and

F$? =? i"1"1 W(t) on(D[0,l],p),
where ? is the sup-norm for functions in D[0, 1] and {W(i), 0 < t < 1} is a standard
Wiener process.
The studentized U-process and U-type processes here are defined as follows.
o <t < — ,

0,
t t stu

U[nt) -

?

N(O-1E1 <h<...<im<[nt] IYjLl Xij ~V_ m < <
V(n-i) EIU(^-I -Un?
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?

and
(m

O,

0<?<—
,
Tl

"T-1Z1G1^KMUJLiXi, -?) ™<t<1
Vin -I)T^i(Uk-I -Un)2

' ?" " '

where, by (4.3.3),

(?-1) ¿(C/;_!- Un)*
?/

-,?

?

p?(?-?) ^-^
?

y

¿=1

/

? \ —1

m

2 Jn-I
?

7

l<i2<-<im<n 3=2
¿2, — >*m#¿

/

\ —1

? y

C(n,m)j=l

In view of U^ and F?, Our Theorems 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 are applicable for C/^ and
F?^? provided Theorem 4.2.5 continues hold true in this case. Hence, part (b) of
Theorems 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, with q(t) = 1, imply that

Ufâ =? W(t) on (D[OMp)
and

*¡Q ^f*-1 W(í) on (D[O5I], ?),
where ? is the sup-norm for functions in D[0, 1] and {W(i), 0 < t < 1} is a standard
Wiener process. Also applying Theorems 4.2.3 and 4.2.4, as ? —> co, we have that

sup C$j/(tloglog(j))—d sup \W(t)\/(tlogiog(h)

0<t<l

t

0<t<l

t

and

sup *g/(ilogteg(i)) —>d sup r-^^l/íílog^^)).

0<?<1

t

0<?<1
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4.5

Appendix: Proof of Proposition 4.3.4

As it was mentioned before, the proof of this proposition can be done by modifying

that of Theorem 4.3.1, except for that some of the steps are not required. This is
due to the presence of the extra term of ? with negative power i.e., n_J+1 in this
proposition, where j = 2, . . . , m — 1, and m > 3. It is clear that among the statistics

in Proposition 4.3.4 the one associated to j = 2 has the largest extra term of n_1.
Hence, we shall only show that as ? —» oo,

[n]-2m+1

S

1<?f...f?2t?-2<?

h(Xh,Xh,Xh,...,Xim)

x h(Xh,Xi2,Xim+1,...,Xi2m_2) = oP(l).

(4.5.1)

To establish (4.5.1), consider the following setup:
hi...m'·— h(Xi, . . . ,Xm),
I1M

,

1

11I. ..m ¦ — "1I... m x/

?,**

u(m)

I .

3m ,

I

Odi >

.

\h\ <ns-y
u(m)

'i12...2m-2 ·~" n123...m "?2 m+1...2m-2>

I1U)

— ?,? ?

a—?

rr, _ 1

ftl...m ·- nl...m 1QJ1Ml <n¥)' J _ 1^' ->m ^
?,(?) ._ ¿M !

~

%...m— "l...m 1QZ1Mi <log(n))'
where I^ is the indicator function of the set A.
Now observe that as ? —> co

P
± (\

Y^
/ j

h"??2?3···1t?
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ h,i'ilî2îm+l---î2m-2
¦ ¦
=¿/

1<1-?f...f?2p?-2<?

V
/ j
1<?\f — f?2t?-2<?

< nmP( \hx...m\ > n^ )

^£t|fcl...m|3V.m|>naP)]— 0.
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h{m)¦ h{m)Îl22l3---îm
îlî2îm+l---î2m-2 )/

In view of the latter asymptotic equivalency and our setup, in order to prove

(4.5.1), we need to show that asn-> oo,

S

\n]-2m+1

*£*,....<*»-, = Ml)·

(4-5.2)

1<?f...f?2t?-2<?

To prove (4.5.2), similarly to what we had in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1 we write
Eh**
¦
»1— »2m-2
\<??f...f?2„.-1<?

2m-2

=

S {S (-i)2m-2-d S w;...iaia-2-E(hz„hm_2)\xiilt...xiu)

\<?\f...f%2t?-2<?

d=l

2ro-3

+S

l<ji<...<Jd<2m-2

c

S

S(-1)e_?? S mu^-mi^jì ?^·-·?^

c=l l<ki<...<kc<2m-2 d=l

l<j'i<-<jd<c

2m-3

:=

? v*{h,...,i2m-2) + S

1<??f...f?2t?-2<?

S

S ?*(^,--·?

c=l l<ki<...<kc<2m—2 1<??f...f?2t?-2<?

+ ¿-^1<?f...f?2t?-2<? E\hìx..,Ì2m-2>·
In order to prove (4.5.2), we shall show the asymptotic negligibility of all of the above
terms in the next three propositions.

Proposition 4.5.1. If E |/ii...m|3 < oo7 then, as ? —» ce

[?]"2™+1

S

1<1?f...f?2p?-2<?

Hii
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W = Op(I).

Proof of Proposition 4.5.1
For throughout use A will be a positive constant that may be different at each stage.

Since V* (ii, ... , ¿2771-2) posses the property of complete degeneracy we can apply
Lemma 1.8.1 after an application of Markov's inequality for the associated statistic
and write, for e > 0,

P ( I [n]-2m+2 \<?\f...f?2t?-2<?
S V*^ · · · ' *2—2)l > e (n - 2m + 2) )
< e-2 (n _ 2m + 2)-2 E [ [n]-2m+2 1<%?f...f?2p?-1<?
J^ V*^ · ' - **»-*) ?
< e'2 (? -2m + 2)~2 [n]"2m+2 £ [ V(I, . . . , 2m - 2) ]2

< A e-2 (n - 2m + 2)"2 [n]-2™+2 n2™ n"2™ E [ A™„.m A&Ui...^ ]

2

< A e"2 (n - 2m + 2)"2 [n]"2m+2 n2m n"2m n^ E \ h12...m |f
—> 0, as ? —> (X).

Proposition 4.5.2. . If E |/ii...m|s < 00, then, as ? —> oo,

J^

rnl-2m+l

V(zfcl,...,ifec) = op(l),

l<¿17é...^i2m_2<n

where c — 2, . . . , 2m — 3 and 1 < k\ < . . . < kc < 2m — 2.
Proof of Proposition 4.5.2
The proof will be stated in three cases according to the values of k\ and k2 as follows.
Case fei = 1 and k2 — 2
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Let s and t be respectively the number of elements of the sets

{¿fci , · · · , hc} ? {h, ¿2, ¿3, · · · , im} and {iklì. . . , Ìkc} ? {ÌU Ì2, ¿m+l. · · · > «2m-l}·
It is clear that in this case, i.e., kx = 1 and fc2 = 2, we have that s,í > 2 and
s + t = c + 2. Now define

v*T(zkl,...,ikc) = ^2(-ird ^^¿2m_2-£(tmj ? xikji,...,xikjd),
d=l

l<ji<-<jd<c

v*T'(ikl, ..., ikc) = ¿(-i)c-d S ^(dm-2 - mù2mj ? ^1 , · ¦ · , XiuiA ).
d=l

l<j'i<-<jd<c

Where /l**__i2m_2 = /lili2 ¿3...¿m ^j1J2 im+i...z2ro-2 aI1Cl'lÍl-¿2m-2 = ^Ui2 ¿3--¿m ?*1?2 Ím+l~Í2m-2·
Now observe that as ? —> oo

i5 ( 1<?\f...f%2t?-2<?
S n^ *? 5e 1<?f-f?2t?-2<?
S v*T\ikl,...,ikc))
< ?( 1<??f...f?2p?-2<?
? v*(ikl,...,ikc) ^ 1<??f--f?2p?-2<?
S ^(¿fci.···.^))
+ ?{ ? v*T(ikl,...,ikc) f S ^T'(ifcl,...,zfcc)
l<i1^...^î2m_2<n

1<1\f--f?2t?-2<?

< ?°?( |Ä&>3...ml > ?t ) + ^ P ( |^m+i...2m-il > ™f )

< £ [ \hl2 3...m|l l(|h|>n¥} ] + ^ [ |??2 m+l...2ín-2^ l{|/ì|>nfj ] — 0.
The latter relation suggests that

S

1<??f...f?2p?-2<?

V*(ikl,...,ikc) and

are asymptotically equivalent in probability.
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S

1<??F---f?2t?-2<?

V*T {ikl,. . . ,ikc)

t'

Since V* (Zk1, ¦ . . , ikc) is complete degenerate, Markov's inequality followed by an
application of Lemma 1.8.2 yields,

P ( [n]-2m+2 1<??f...f?2t?-2<?
S \V*T\ikl,...,ikc)\ > e (? -2m + 2))
< e-2(n-2m + 2)-2Ei[nr2m+2

]G

1<?f...f?2t?-2<?

T/*T'(¿fcl, . . . ,ikc) ]2

< Ae-2 (? - 2m + 2)~2 [n - (2m - 2 - c)]"c E [ h[%^m h® „^..^^ ]2

< Ae"2 (n - 2m + 2)~2 [n - (2m - 1 - c)]~c nc+2 n^"2 rf^ E \ hx...m |t
—> 0, as ? —? oo .

This completes the proof of Proposition 4.5.2 when k\ = 1 and fc2 = 2.
Case either k\ f 1 or k2 f 2
Let s, ? be as were defined in the previous case and note that here we have that s,t > 1

and s + 1 = c + 1. The proof of Proposition 4.5.2 in this case results from a similar
argument to what was given for the previous case, hence the details are omitted.
Case h f1,^f2

Let s, t be as what were defined in the previous two cases and note that in this case
T

?

we have s, t > 0 and s + t = c. Also let F*
V* and V* as they were defined in the case
ki = 1, k2 = 2 and observe that as ? —·» oo we have

p(

S

1<??f---f?2t?-2<?

v*(ikl,...,ikc) f

E

1<??F---f?2p?-2<?

^*t'(^···,*?)

<?( 1<??f...f?2t?-2<?
S V*(ikl,...,ikc) f 1<??F—f?2t?-2<?
S V*T(ikl,...,ikc)]
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+ ?( 1<??f...f?2p?-2<?
? v*T(ikl,...,ikc) f \<?\f...f?2t?-2<?
? v*T(iklJ...,ikc))
Xm)

,¥ ^ ? „íd/ 1I1M
nsP{ |Ä£VJ > nf
) + ?*?( \h^m+l,„2m_2\ > nf ), s,t > O, s+t=c
Am)
Am)
ncP( KLJ
> ?t ) + P( I^+l.^I
> log(n) ), s=c,t=0

<

^ #[ 1^12 3...m|5 1Qh\>n^) ] + ^t 1^12 m+1...2m-2|ä l(N>„f} L S,t > 0, S+t=C

#[ |/ll2...m|» 1^nS) I + P( \hS+1...2m-2\ > log(w) ),

S=C,t=0

0.

Applying Markov's inequality followed by an application Lemma 1.8.1 once again
yields

P(\[n]-2m+2 1<??f...f?2t?-2<
S y*T' {^ ¦ ¦ ¦ 4kc)\ > en(n-2m+2))
>(i)
< Ae^ (n-2m+2)-¿ [n-(2m-2-C)]"cc„c+2^-c-2pri,(s)
nc+¿ ?~^ E [ h^m Ag
m+1...2m_2 ]

. 9 (n — 2m + 2) 2
Ae-2
< <

[n — (2m — 2 — c)\c

. „ (rc-2m + 2)~2

[? - (2m - 2 - c)1c

n,0 n 0 7C ,_,.,
.5
nc+2 ri-c-2 n*> £ /i12...m 3, s,t > 0, s+t=c

+2 _._2 t?

"

i

s

° log6^ E\h^...m\3, s=c,t=0

» 0, as ? —>¦ oo .

This completes the proof of Proposition 4.5.2. D
As the last step of the proof of Proposition 4.3.4, in the next result we deal with terms

of the form of sums of i.i.d. random variables (cf. Remark 4.3.1 of this chapter).
Proposition 4.5.3. . If E\hi_„m\ 3 < oo, then, as ? —> oo
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(a) [n]-2-+1Ei<^1#...^2m_2<^*fe) = op(l), fci G {3, . . . , 2m - 2},
1

(fe) (n-2m
+ 2)(n-2m
+ 3)y
v
yv

n

S

ie{l,...,n}/{l,3,-,2m-2}

E(h^2m_2 - E(h^2m_2) \Xt)

= op(l),
1

n

<CV-2m+ 2)(n-2m+3) i£{i „^...,2m_/('iS-2-2-E('1-l2"-2) W
Proof of Proposition 4.5.3

First we give the proof of part (a). Due to similarities, we shall state the proof only
for the case that ki = 3.
Define

v*T(i3) = ^l^-fitó..^)! Xi3),

V*T'(is) = E(h^Li2m_2 - E{Kgil2m_2)\ Xi3),
where h**T
¦
= h{1)
¦
= hW¦ ¦ h{0)
¦ *2m-2 '
ll»2— »2m-2
lH2l3 — lm h{m)
l\l2lm+l —l2m-2 and h**T'
il»2— »2m-2
I\l2l3—tm
Ht2lm+1—
Again observe that as ? —>· oo

^(

S

l<¿l^...^¿2m-2<n

< p(

S

y*(^

1<??f...f?2t?-2<?

S

l<îl/---^2m-2<n

v*^) *

S

^(ís))

1<??F-f?2p?-2<?

y*T^) )

+ p( \<?\f...f?2t?-2<?
S ^fe)^ 1<??f...f?2t?-2<?
S ?*?'^))
< ? P(Ih^lJ > ?"'5) + P(|Ä&U...2m-2l > ?«))
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—>0.

Applying Markov's inequality we arrive at

1<??f...f?2t?-2<?

< A e"2 (n - 2m + 2)~2 (n - 2m + 3)"1 ^(/^...mM? m+i.^m-a)'
—»· 0, as t? —> oo.

This completes the proof of part (a).
Next to prove part (b) define
u**T _
I1(I)
J1(H
— Ili23...m'b12 m+1...2m-2i

Il

h**T' — h^

?

h^

— /i123...m"'12 m+1...2m-2>

and observe that as ? —? oo we have

^(

S·

^H3...2TO-2 - ^(^3...2m-2) l*i)

S

E(hTi3...2m-2 - E(hU3...2m-2) \Xi) )

ie{l,...,n}/{l,3,...,2m-2}

f

¿e{l,...,n}/{l,3,...,2m-2}
?

<?(

S

¿6{l,...,n}/{l,3,-,2m-2}

E(hi;3...2m_2 - E(hi*^2m_2) \?t)

?

F ¿e{l,...,n}/{l,3,...,2m-2}
S
£(^3T..2TO-2 - E(h¿,2m_2) IX1) )
?

+ ?( ¿e{l,...,n}/{l,3,...,2m-2}
S
^(???.2™-2 - E{hm...2m-2) \Xi)
?

F

S

¿€{l,...,n}/{l,3,-,2m-2}

^(^î*3...2m-2 - #(^î*3...2m-2) 1^i) )
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< ? P(|MÏ..J > ?3/5) + ? P(\h^m+1,„2m_2\ > ?^)
—>0.

Hence another application of Markov's inequality yields,

P( I n-2m + 3

S E(¿^2 - E(h*¿.2m_2) |X4)| > e (? - 2m + 2))

¿€{l,...,n}/{l,3,...,2m-2}

< A e"2 (n - 2m + 2)"2 (n - 2m + 3)"1 £(*&..J^«^...^)2
—? 0, asn-> oo.

Now the proof of part (b) is complete.
To prove part (c) we only need to observe that
1

n

(n-2m
+ 2)(n-2m
+ 3)'
V
/V
? -2m + 2

Z2

¿-<
ie{l,...,n}/{2,...,2m-2}

E(h*2...2m-2 - E(h*L.2m-2) \Xi)

-^("?2...2?t?-2)
1

(n-2m
+ 2)(n-2m
+ 3)'
y
yv

/?

¿f
ie{l,...,n}/{2,...,2m-2}

E(h*i2...2m-2 \Xi)-

The rest of the proof is similar to that of part (b), hence the details are omitted. Now
the proof of Proposition 4.5.3 and those of (4.5.2), (4.5.1) and Proposition 4.3.4 is
complete. D
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